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'FOREWORD
In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the M erciful

One of my books entitled, The Four Pillars- In the
light of the Book and the Sunnah and with a Compara tive Study of Modes of Worship in Other Religions has
recently been published by Darul Fath (Beirut), and its
Urdu and English editions have also been brought out by
the Academy of Islamic Research and Publications,
Lucknow. In i t light has been shed on the four fundamental duties in Islam-Sa/at (Regular Prayer), Zakat
(Poor-due), Roza ( Fasting), and Haj (Pilgrimage), and
their aims and mysteries have been explained as proved
by the Quran and the confirmed practice of the holy
Prophet and accepted through the ages by the Muslim
legists and theologians .
My endeavour has been to bring out the true spirit
and significance of the primary modes of worship by
lifting the veil the un-lslamic customs and practices,
exotic beliefs and ideas, and the curious interpretations
of the Faith that are politically motivated or influenced
by the western thought have cast over them. r have also
compared the various forms of Islamic worship w ith the
religious laws, rituals and traditions of the other faiths,
particularly Judaism, Chri stianity and Brahminism. rt is
a matter of gratification to me that the book has been
warmly received in the theological and literary circles all
over the world.
Some friends have suggested that the part of it
dealing with Haj should be published separately for this
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act of worship is deserving of special heedfu lness and
attention. The remoteness of Mecca from the Islamic
World and the fact t hat the Pilgrimage is enjoined to be
performed by a Muslim once in his life-time have contri buted to its uniqueness. People come from the four
corners of the world to carry it out, they undergo <ill
sorts of hardships, and travel by air, land and sea. It is.
therefore, essential that they understood its aims and
mysteries properly and appreciated its true inner significance. Besides, no other religious duty has been
subjected more to modern ways of thinking and political
attitudes and interests, so much so that many educated
persons, even Muslim thi nkers and writers, do not consider the Ha/ Pilgrimage to be more than an international
Islamic Conference which is held every year and
possesses only a political or collective utility.
I ag reed with the suggestion of the friends because
in these pages Haj has be~m presented within its true
Islamic framework and its profound meaning and farreaching objects and the real lbrahimi and Hanifi spirit
have been brought into vi ew.
The booklet is meant primarily fo r the Hajis and the
pilgrims to the House of Allah. and for those who know
only the English language so that they may realise the
fundamental nature, signi ficance and purpose of the
Pilgrimage before undertaking it and partake of its joys
in the f ullest measure and carry out its rites and formaities with a thorough understanding of them.
Abul Hasan Ali Nadwi
Daira Shah Alam Ullah
Rae Bareli
August 25, 1974

THE HAJ
(Pilgr.image)
And proclaim unto mankind t he Pilgrimage {the
Hajj. They will come unto t hee on foot and also on
every lean camel; they will come from every deep
ravine that they may witness things :that are of
benefit to t hem, and me·ntion the name of Allah on
appointed days over the beast of cattle that He hath
bestowed upon them. Then eat thereof and feed
t herewith the poor and the distressed. Then let them
make an end of their unkemptness and pay their
vows and go around t he ancient House (the Ka' aba) .
(-xxii : 27-29)
Islam is a religion of pure Monotheism . It does not
admit of any intermediaries or intercessors between man
and his Creator . 1 It frowns upon all material and visible

1. Excepting, of course, the Apostles in the sen1e that in the
preaching and propagation of the Divine Call and in expounding the Divine Attributes and lendlng guidance along the
Straight Path they form an essential link between God and His
bondmen and faith itself is dependent upon the duty they
discharge as revealers and interpreters of the Divine Will.
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objects which might become centres of devotion and to
which people paid spiritual homage in one form or
another. There is no place in it for an intervening
agency, a manifestation, an image or an idol. There is
also no priestly class in Islam nor a tribe of monks and
hermits.
And when My servants question thee concerning Me, then surely f am nigh . I answer the prayer
of the suppliant when he crieth unto Me. So let
t hem hear My Call and let them trust in Me, in order
that they may be led aright.
(-ii : 186)
So worship Allah, making religion pure for Him
(only). Surely, pure religion is for Allah only. And
those who choose protecting friends beside Him
(say): We worship them only that they may bring us
near unto Allah.
(-xxxix : 2-3)
fslam dwells at such a high level of intell ectual
purity, high-mindedness, honesty of purpose and sincerity
of action that it is impossible to conceive of a better
ideal or a nobler concept. No other faith or philosophy
in the world can compare with it in these respects, nor
can anyone improve upon the description given in the
Quran of the Uniqueness and Excellence of the Lord.
Naught is His likeness ; and He is the Hearer,
the Seer (of everything).
(-xlii:11)

Landmarks of Allah
But human nature being what it is, the quest for
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something within the perceptible phenomena through
which one could seek the satisfaction of the inward
imptuse of love, adoration and submission has always
formed a part of his essential character and personal ity.
For the fulfilment of this need. God has appointed
certain visible and material objects which are consecrated to Him and bear a special relation to His Blessed
Name and are held popularly to be His own and upon
which there is so much of His Grace that the mere sight
of them evokes His remembrance. Besides, with them
are associated events, rites and experiences that serve
as the portents of Allah, and remind us of His faith and
the fortit ude and endeavour of His Apostles. He has
been pleased to give to these objects the name of the
Landmarks of Allah, and to proclaim t hat to pay reverence to them is to pay reverence to Him while to show
disrespect to them is to show disrespect to Him. He
has permitted, or. rather. invited mankind to gratify its
innate urge for love. closeness and observation through
them.
That is (the command) . And whoso magnlfieth
the Landmarks of Allah, it surely is from the devotion of the hearts.
(-xxii : 32)
That is (the command). And whoso magnifieth
the Landmarks of Allah, it w ill be well for him in the
sight of his Lord.
( -xxil: 30)
Insti nct of Love

Man is neither wholly a rational animal nor is he so

(
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helpless as to be obliged to make his submission to any
law or authority. He is also not a part in a machine
which moves along a set course and according to a fixed
law. He is mind as well as heart, faith as well as
intuition and submission as well as love. rt is in the
many.sidedness of his personality that lies the secret of
his greatness and nobility and it is through it that he has
been able to overcome seemingly insuperabl e obstacles
and perform superhuman deeds. What is more, it was
on account of this grand peculiarity of his being that
he was entrusted with the •responsibility' the heavens,
the earth and the mountains hed declined to shoulder
and has succeeded in rising to heights that are the envy
of the angels.
The bond between man and his Creator is not only
of a legal or logical character that may be limited to the
payment of dues, the observance of laws and the enjoyment of rights. It is also a bond of love and other
sublime emotions like those of devotion, tenderness and
self-effacement and its scope is so wide that no human
thought and deed has remained unaffected by it. Islam
does not forbid this love. On the other hand, it calls us
to it, encourages it and sustains it.
Says the Quran :
Those who believe are stauncher in their love
for Allah.
(-ii: 165)
Say (0 Mohammad) : If your fathers, and your
sons, and your brethren, and your wives, and your
tribe, and the wealth you have acquired, and
merchandise for which you fear that therelwill be no-
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sa le, and dwellings ye desire are dearer to you than
Allah and His M essenger and striving in His way :
then wait till Allah bringeth His Command to pass.
Allah guideth not the wrong-doers.
(-ix : 24)
The Quran, while speaking of t he Divine Apostles,
draws pointed attention to their qualities of love, earnestness and self-sacrifice. Of Prophet Yahya (John) ,
for instance, it says :
And We gave him wisdom when a child. And
compassion from Our presence, and purity ; and he
was devout.
(-xix: 12-13)
The wonderful episode of Hazrat Ibrahim (Abraham)
is a saga of love and dedication. The Quran specifically
mentions how Hazrat Ibrahim placed the knife on the
throat of his son and did not remove it till God had witnessed the depth and intensity of his sincerity, fortitude
and sacrifice.
We called unto him : 0 I brahim I Thou hast
already fulfilled the vision. Lo I Thus do We reward
the good. Lo I That verily was a clear test.
(-xxxvii: 104-6)
Again, in t he praise of Hazrat Ibrahim it says :
Lo I Ibrah im was mild, imploring, penitent.
(-xi : 75)
Love is Generated by the Knowledge of the
Attributes

If the Ouran has dwelt at length on the Attributes,
Functions and Bounties of the Lord it is mainly because
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ttie knowledge of the Divine Attributes holds the key to
the sentiments of love and devotion. Scholars like
Imam fbn-i -Taimiyah have defined the Quranic method
of explaining the Essential and Permanent Qualities of
the Almighty Creator as ' conciseness of the negative'
and 'diffuseness of the positive'. It is the detailed
description of the Benevolent Attributes of God and their
signs and portents that feeds the flame of love within
the human breast and fills it up with fervour and enthu·
siasm. If the negative Attributes are the mentors of the
mind, the positive Attributes are the mentors of the
heart.' Without the knowlegde of the Beautiful Names
of God and His Immaculate Qualities, with which the
holy Quran and the Traditions are replete and which
have been a constant source of joy and inspiration to His
devoted servants, faith would have got reduced to a
dogma and lost its capacity to stir the innermost
recesses of the heart and to move it to its depths with
sincerity and humbleness during prayer and repentance.
Without it, the relationship between God and man would
have been a mechanical, qualified and restrained
relationship in which there was neither breadth nor
flexibility nor enthusiasm, and life, a dull, dry and narrow
affair, bereft of the sweet madness of love and the
delightfully poignant bite of d esire.
1. In the Quran where the negative Attributes of God are set forth,
I. e., where it is explained what God Is not, only short phrases
like Naught Is His likeness have been used while where His
positive Attributes ant mentioned, i. o., it is expounded whet
He is, the discussion 11 both detailed and forceful as in the last
Section of Sura-i· Hashr.
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Were this celesti al wealth to be taken away from
man what would be left to distinguish between life and
death, between humanity and the vegetable kingdom ?
W orthless is t he Cup t h at N ever Overfl ows

r

To quench the thirst of the spirit and to calm down
the flame of love it was needed that the heart and the
eyes of a Muslim should overflow from time to time, and.
thus, provide an outlet for t he agonizing feelings of
loneliness and separation that are rising within the
depths of his bei ng. Of what use is the cup that gets
fi lled to the brink but never overflows?
The H aj
Imam Ghazali was alive to the fact that love w as
the genuine need of a sensitive human being which he
was always seeking to satisfy. The House of Ka•aba
(at Mecca ) . and all the Landmarks of Allah that are
associated with it. and t he Haj. with t he rites and for·
malities which go to make it, contain an ideal provision
for the gratification of this basic human urge and
necessity.
And remember when We prepared for Ibrahim
the place of the holy House, sayi ng : Ascribe thou
nothing as partner unto Me, and purify My House
for those who make the round thereof and those who
stand and those who bow and make prostration.
And procla im unto mankind the Pi lgrimage. They
wi ll come unto thee on foot and on every lean camel ;
they will come from every deep ravine. That they
may witness t hings that are of benefit to them, and
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mention the name of Allah on appointed days over
the best of cattle that He hath bestowed upon them.
Then eat thereof and feed therewith the poor and
the distressed. Then let them make an end of their
unkemptness and pay their vows and go around the
I
ancient House.
(-xxii: 26-29}
Imam Ghazali writes, " If there is an earnest desire
for nearness to God, a Muslim will be compelled to strive
for it. A lover is passionately attached to everything
that bears an association with the beloved. The House
of Ka•aba is associated with God and a Muslims should,
therefore, instinctively feel drawn to it, to speak nothing
of the attraction of the Recompense promised on it." 1
Writing in the same vein, Hazrat Shah Waliullah
remarks, "Sometimes, when a man is overcome with the
desire for his Lord and love surges powerfully in his
breast and he looks around for the sat isfaction of his
inner urge, it appears to him that the Hai alone is the
means to it."1
The Sa/at a man offers up several times a day could
be regarded as sufficient to fulfil the need of soothing
and gratifying his emotions. rt could have provided him
with an opportunity to give a vent to his feel ings and to
alleviate the agony of separation by shedding a few
tears during it . But these tears could not quench his

1. l/Jya-uf-Uloom. Vol. f, p, 24.
2. Hujjstufl•h·if-Baligha, Vol. I. p. 59.
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thirst. They could only suppress it for the time being
for they did not possess the power to put down the
all-consuming fire of love which, sometimes, turned the
heart into a blazing furnace.
Golden Cage of Materialism
•

Likewise, fasting could be helpful in slaking the
thirst of the soul and curbing the intensity of animal
appetites for hunger and abstinence do possess a
purificatory quality. But the hours of fasting are limited
and they are also often surrounded by things that do not
go well with it. An atmosphere of slothf ulness and
gormandisi ng gets created around the person who fasts
and the society in which he lives has itself become so
permissive of sensuality and godlessness that he feels
isolated like an island in a sea.
A Muslim, therefore, had to be furnished with an
opportunity to take a bold and adventurous plunge which
could break his chains and release him from the old and
dingy prison-house of everyday existence. rt was to be
in the nature of a leap which could, in one stride, carry
him from this rotten, hide-bound, calculating and artificial life to a new, fascinating and boundless world
where love reigned supreme and the heart held sway over
everything, where he was delivered from every kind of
servitude and deification, and the man-made limitations
of race, geography and politics died away and melted
into nothingness, and where the creed of pure and unalloyed Monotheism- of the unity of Godhead, Providence, humanity, faith and purpose-became the bedrock
of his way of living and he, along with his brethren, sang
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enthusiastically the praises of the Lord and raised the
heart-warming cry of:
0 God, here I am I Here r am in Thy Presence I
Thou art without a partner I Here I am ! All praise is
for Thee and from Thee are all Blessings I To Thee
alone belongs Power and Rule ! Thou art without a
Partner I
Even after the prayer-service a Muslim cel ebrates
regularly every day, the fast ing he observes yearly in the
month of Ramadhan and the poor-due he pays, provided
that he possesses the taxable minimum of wealth, at the
end of each year there was the need for him of a special
period of time, of a season of enchantment and adoration, eccentricity and infatuation.

Revolt against the Worship of M atter
It was also necessary for a Musli m to rebel, once in
a while against the cold and cheerless intellect. A life
which is not occasionally shakan by tumu lt and revolt is
not worth living. A man should, at times, liberate himself by breaking the fictitiou s bonds of habit and custom,
of pedantic law, artificial taboos and stereotyped conventions, and handing over the control of his affairs to the
heart. He should, at least once in a l ifetime, go into
wilderness in the manner of a dejected lover and give a
proof of the sweet madness of love as the wont is of the
people of faith aud sensitiveness for only then can he
have a taste of real freedom. Who will call him free who
is permanently a slave to convention and society 7 How
can a person be a true Monotheist when he is a prisoner
of his own habits, desires and incl inations 7 How can he
be considered loyal and faithfull if he is always obeying
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the dictates of the mind and unless he weighs everything
in the scales of his created intellect and its material
advantages become apparent to him he cannot arouse
himself to a deed of devotion and fidelity?
The Haj. in its particular form, is entirely opposed
to the self- imposed laws and the mechanical routine of
li~e the worshippers of matter and intellect and the
prisoners of discipline and orderly conduct are addicted
to. What it aims at is that faith in the Unseen and the
urge and ability to carry out an order. blindly and
unhesitatingly- simply because it is an order-may take
root in one's inner sel f and the cold and calculating
intellect may be dispossessed, for a time, of its authority
which weighs and balances everything and lays stress
only on its logical and perceptible aspect.
Imam Ghazali has delved deep into the spiri t and
purpose of the Hai and drawn an excellent portrait of it
with his inimitable pen. He says:
" In its nature and design the House of Allah is l ike
a regal court to which adorers and admirers and those
stricken with the torment of separation come from far
and near. way-worn, haggard and dishevelled, with their
heads bowed in submission and t he conviction of their
wretchedness embedded in their hearts forgetting themselves before His Glory and Magnificence and knowing
fully well and affirming wholeheartedly that He is too
Sublime. too Exalted to be encompassed by a boundarywall or contained in a city or town. so that their devotion
and servitude and crying and lamentation may reach its
l imit and nothing is left wanting by way of obeisance
and self-surrender.

(
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"That is why they are required to carry out certain
acts and perform certain rites that lie beyond the domain
of the intellect, such as, Rami Jemar 1 and Ss·ee1 • All
these acts signify the highest form of slavery and
bondage. Zakat is an exercise in compassion the purpose of which is easily understood. Saum is a spiritual
discipline for self-purification and suppression of t he
evil propensities the Devil exploits in order to gain his
end, and in it the aspect of devoti ng oneself to prayer by
cutting down other engagements is manifest. In Sa/at
the Greatness and Glory of t he Lord and the bondman's
own humbleness is revealed through Ruku, Sujud and
other acts which are also conducive to meekness and
self-abasement. Sul Ram/ Jemar and Sa'ee and the
other rituals of the Haj impart no joy or satisfaction to
the heart. They do not appeal to human nature and the
intellect also does not discover any sense or purpose in
them. These acts are performed solely in a spirit of
obedience, knowing that it is the command of God which
has to be carried out in any event. The idea is to divest
the mind of its authority and dominance and to keep the
self away from things for which it may develop an
inclination because when the mind fully accepts a thing
the heart automatically gets inclined to it and the inner
bent or liking itself becomes the mainspring of action.
The spirit of complete surrender and submission is, thus,
lost Jn its observance. It was said by the Prophet pointedly at the time of the Haj, ' Here I am for the Hai with
1. The throwing of pebbles at Satan.
2. The ritual of c.overing. at a bri1k pace, 1even time1 each way,
the di1tance between the two point• of Safe and Marwa.
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e true heart and in a spirit of obeisance and servi lity.'
lhe Prophet did not use t hese words for any other mode
of worship including Sa/at.
"Since God, in His Wisdom. has made salvation
dependent upon the carrying out of duties with loyalty.
devotion and humbleness. t he devotional acts and
observances (whose inner significance is beyond the
understanding of man) are more efficacious in diverting
the attention from self-purification and virtuousness to
complete self-surrender."'
Of the ritual of Rami Jemar l mam Ghazali tells that
its very essence lies in absolute submission to a Divine
Command. " fts aim", writes he, "is abstract obedience
and compliance with commands, irrespective of their
nature, so that complete servitude became evident .
Reason or volition have nothing to do with it. ft, further,
signifies a Fsemblance with Hazrat fbrahim for it was at
this place that the accused Devil had tried to tempt him
and to create a doubt in his mind about the H aj pilgrimage and Hazrat Ibrahim was inspired by God to throw
pebbles at him so that he left him alone. Now, if someone were to imagine that Hazrat rbrahim had thrown
pebbles at the Devil because he had appeared before him
in reality but since, in his own case the Devil was not to
be seen, it was senseless to carry out the formality, he
should know that this notion, too, had been planted in
his mind by the Devil in order to weaken his resolve
to humble him ...
"Know that," he goes on to stress, "Apparently you
throw the pebbles at Jemaratul ' Uqubah (the last Pillar)
1 . lhya-ul-U/oom, Vol. I.. p . 240.
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but, in fact, they hit the Devil in the face and break his
back for nothing humiliates him more than the carrying
out of a Divine Command solely out of reverence for Him
and in a spirit of loyality and obedience, without choice
or intellect having a share in it. " 1
Similarly, about Qurbani (sacrificial offering of
animals), Imam Ghazali observes:
"Know that compliance with the command of
Qurbani is a means to the propitiation of Allah. It
should be carried out readily and in the hope and expectation that God, in His Mercy, will protect each and every
limb of yours from the fire in return for each and every
limb of the animal sacrificed by you . That is how it
occurs in the Traditions. The bigger the sacrificed animal
is, the greater will the reward be on i t.=
Absolute Obedience
What the Haj signifies is nothing more and nothing
less than blind faith and total submission. rt stands for
unqual ified obedience and earnest yielding to a demand .
Sometimes, the pilgrim is seen in Mecca, and, sometimes,
in Mina, Arafat and Muzdallfa . Sometimes, he makes a
halt, and, sometime, he travels. At one time, he pitches
his tent, and, at another, he knocks it down. He is the
slave of every nod and gesture and does simply what he
is called upon to do. He has no choice of his own. He
has hardly halted at Mina that he is required to move on
to Arafat but without breaking the journey at Muzdalifa.
1. lhya-ul-Uloom, Vol. I, p. 243.
2. Ibid. , Vol. I, p . 240.
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On reaching Arafat he engages himself in prayer throughout the day and when the sun has set he finds himself
tired and wanting to spend the night there but is commanded to proceed to Muzdalifa. He has been regular
in prayer all his life but there he is told to forgo the Sa/at
of Maghrib for he is the bondman of Allah, not of Sa/at
or habit. The Sa/at he offers at Muzdalifa joi nt ly with
that of lsha . H is s•ay at Muzdalifa is very pleasant and
he wishes to prolong it but it is not allowed to him and
he is bidden to leave for Mina.
The same was the practice of Hazrat Ibrahim and of
all t he Divine Apostles and men of faith and virtue, now
travell ing, now staying, now mtieting , now parting,
neither servi le to desire nor yielding to caprice.
Time and Place
No other place could be more appropriate for it than
Mecca where the forerunner of the votaries of faith and
the most dearly loved bondman of God of his time had
presented the most glowing tribute of devotion and
sacrifice the w orld has ever known . All the Prophets of
the lord, monotheists and adorers of Di vinity who came
after him followed in his footsteps, emulated his example
in every detai l. and re-enacted the same story of feal ty
and love . They, in the same manner, circumambul ated around the House of Ka •aba, performed the Sa·ee
between Safa and Marwa, encamped at Arafat, spent t he
night at Muzdalifa, t hrew the pebbles at Jemarat and
offered the sacri fice of animals at Mina .
Thus, in time and space, in the chapters of the
episode that is repeated over and over aga in, in the rites

(
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and formalities in which the example of Hazrat Ibrahim is
followed, in the l ife-giving drafts of love from which the
pilgrims draw new vitality, in the warmth of feeling and
enthusiasm which envelops them entirely, in the company
of diverse groups of Muslims which is available to them
all the time, in the religious and spiritual congregation
the like of which is not to be seen anywhere, and in the
soulful melodies of prayer, supplication and repentance
that fill the atmosphere constantly, that vital element,
t hat indescribable quality is still present which infuses a
new life, imparts a new keen ness, instils a new hope
and revives the languishing f lame of love and evokes the
Mercy of the Lord.
Many enl ightened scholars of Islam have referred to
the miraculous quality of this congregation of attracting
the blessings of Allah and arousing the hearts, however
insensitive they may have grown, and enkindling in them
the feelings of devotion and earnestness. As Imam
Ghazal i , for instance, writes : "When the thoughts,
hopes and aspirations are concentrated on a particular
point, when the hearts are seized with eagerness, the
hands are stretching towards Allah and the eyes are
l ifting towards the heavens, when everyone is, jointly
and with full attention and solicitude, begging the Mercy
of the Lord then, at that time, do not imagine that the
Supreme Being w ill disappoint them, allow their exertions
to go waste and keep them denied of His Favours." 1
Hazrat Shah Waliullah, similarly, has said, " The
fundamental principle of the Haj is that a large body of
1. lhya-ul-Uloom, Vol. I, p. 243.

(
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pious and virtuous servants got together at a particular
time and recollected the state of those on whom was a
special favour of Allah, such as the Prophets, the Truthful, the Duteous and the Martyrs, and at a place which
abounded with the signs of the Almighty, the Gracious
One, and where the meritorious and whole-souled. representatives of the Ummat assembled, moved by reverence
for the Landmarks of Allah .• crying and beseeching,
invoking His Aid and seeking His Forgiveness, because
when the hearts beat in unison and people come together
in this spi rit there is no thriftiness in the bestowal of
Mercy and Benevolence. The Prophet has said that
Satan never feels more dejected, crestfa llen and humiliated than on the day of Arafa. " 1
Hazrat Shah Waliullah goes on to say : "It is also a
part of purification of the self that a man should break
his journey and stay at the places where the spiritually
evolved and praiseworthy ' Friends of Allah' have been
staying with reverence of the heart and uttermost
devotion, filling the air with His Name. It will prove to
be a source of nearness to the Angels and the Celestial
World for men of virtue because when they will stay
there they will also get dyed in the same hue. ":

Renewal of Contact
One of the chief purposes of the H aj is the renewal
of bond or contact with Hazrat Ibrah im. the founder
Millat-i-Hanifl.• It affords a splendid opportunity to
1. Hujjstullah, Vol. I, p. 59

2. Ibid.
3.

Denoting a community which is committed exclusively to God.
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safeguard his legacy, to compare one's own way of
living with the way he had shown and to take stock of
the condition of Muslims with a view to improving it.
The Haj is a kind of annual concourse through which the
Muslims can look into themselves, discover their faults
and chalk out plans for their regeneration, and for
ridding themselves of the influences they may have
accepted from peoples and communities among which
they live.
In the words of Hazrat Shah Waliullah, "One of the
objects of the Hai is the preservation of the legacy of
Hazrat Ibrahim and Hazrat Ismail both of whom can be
said to be the leaders of Millat-i-Hanifi and its founders
in Arabia. The sacred Prophet , also, was raised up so
that through him Millat-i-Hanifi gained ascendency in
the world and was victorious.
" It has been declared by God that : The faith of
your father Ibrahim is yours (-xxii : 78). It is, therefore
essential for us to protect the things we have received
from the leader of this community as an inheritance,
viz., personal characterists1 and rituals of the Haj. As
1.

The term Includes ten items : the cutting (or trimming) of moustaches. the growing of th e beard, the brushing of teeth w ith
Miswak (twig), the cloaning of the nose w ith water, the cutting
of the nails. the washing of tho phalanges of fingers. the plucking
of the hair of the armpits. the removal of the hair under th e
naval, the purification after a natural evacuation with water, and
circumcision (-Reproduced from Abu Do'ud as related by
Hazrat Ayesha). About the tenth item th e narrator says that she
was not sure whether it was circumcision or rinsing of mouth
but Qazi Ayaz and Imam Nawawi are definite that it was
circumcision.
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the Prophet once said, ·stay at places set apart for t he
Haj for you are the inheritors of your f ather's legacy&' ...
Revivifi c ation o f the Episode of Ib rah i m
The most fascinating feature of the Haj Is the spirit
of enchantment, d evotion and self-effacement which
pervades the entire pi lgrimage, from the beginning to
the end. In it, the governance of the mind is entrusted
to the heart and the glorious example of the earnest men
of God and His genuine adorers, and their fore-runn er,
Hazrat rbrahim, the Friend of Allah, is followed in every
act and observance. Sometimes, the pilgrim walks zealously round the House of Ka' aba, sometimes, he kisses
the Black Stone, and, sometimes. he portrays the intensity
of mother's love at Safa and Marwa by running where
Hazrat Haji ra. the mother of Hazrat Ismail , had run and
w alking with poise and dignity where she had walked
in that way. Thereafter, he is bidden to leave for M ina
on the 8th day of Zil-Hijja, and, then, to stay in the
valley of Arafat and devote himself earnestly to prayer
and supplication . The night is spent at Muzdali fa and,
in the morning, he returns to M ina . All this is done
solely and for no other reason than to emulate tho
example of Hazrat Ibrahim and the sacred Prophet.
The most striking part, however, of th is unique
display of love and emulation is the rite of Rami Jemar
which is simply the simulation of an act performed by
Hazrat Ibrahim. There is a force in following the example
of the devout servants of the Lord which is catching.
1.
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The inner reliance of these glorious specimens of faith,
their matchless spirit of love and dedication is transmitted to those who strive to follow in their footsteps
I ike an electric current. rt is the best and m·)St effective
way to attract the Mercy of the Lord . No spectacle is
more enthralling for those who have experienced this
feeling than the getting together of ardent adorers and
faithful bondmen on that blessed land for re-enacting
the magnificent episode and recreating the sublime
events that had taken place thousands of years ago but
have been eternalised by God &nd endowed with His
gracious acceptance. It has been decreed by Him that
His loyal and truthful servants, from all over the world,
w ill re-enact the whole series of events in the same way
and in the spirit of defeating and disgracing the Devi l,
fortifying and strengthening the faith and emulating the
soul-stirring example of Hazrat Ibrahim.
Life-Story of Hazra t Ibrahim as Related in Quran

Hazrat Ibrahim was born in a leading family of priests
at Urwa (now included in Iraq). Image-carvi ng was the
occupation of his ancestors who were also the keepers
of the biggest temple in the town . His family was
attached to that place of worship, both spiritually and
professionally, and when faith gets mixed up with
occupation and religious sentiment with economic selfinterest, the situation invari ably becomes very complex
and delicate. In this atmosphere of gloom and rigidity,
there was little to encourage the growth of true love and
devotion to God or to move the people to rebel against
the absurdity of polytheistic tenets and idolatrous
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practices. But with Hazra1 Ibrahim whom God had
chosen for Apostleship and the resuscitation of humanity
it was different .
And We. verily. gave Ibrahim of old his proper
(-xxi : 51)
course. and We were Aware of him.
Hazrat Ibrahim launches his crusade against Ignorance from a stage where even most powerful revolutionary movements, generally. fail to make a headway.
It was the stage of family, of the home in which a man
is born and brought up and to which he is bound in
loyalty and affection by innumerable ties. Now, all
those th ings happen that have been related so eloquently
in the Quran. These include the breaking of the idols by
him. the consternation of the priests of the temple and
their unbounded anger and revengefulness, the l ighting
up of a huge fire for this young and deep-hearted rebel,
1he cooling down of the fire and its turning into a
source of peace and safety for him, and, finally, his
forceful speech before the tyrant and straightforward
replies to questions put to him in his Court. 1
Hazrat Ibrahim's refusal to submit to the moral and
spiritual perversion and depravity of his age evokes such
a fearfol response in the people of his town that they all
turn agai nst him . He is excluded from social fellowship
and persecuted by the rulers. But this oppressive and
spiteful treatment makes no impression upon him. He
remains supremely unmoved as if it was just what he
was looking forward to. Cheerfully and without rancour.
he migrates from his birth-place because is not the real
1. These happonings are described in detail in Sura-I-Ambia

(51-70).
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wealth, the wealth of faith, still in his possession, intact
and undivided ? He t ravels alone, without a fri end or
helper. Everywhere, on t he way he meets the same type
of people, the same prevalence of ignorance, idolatry,
corruption and sensuality upon which he had turned his
back. On arrival in Egypt he is confronted with a grave
situation but succeeds in leaving that count ry safely
with his wife on whom its ruler had an evi l eye.
Ultimately, he reaches Syria where he decides to stay
for its climate is agreeable. Here, again. he takes up
t he mission of preaching the Oneness of God and
denouncing idolatry with the same si ngleness of purpose .
Hazrat Ibrahim takes a liking for Syria. It abounds
in natural scenery, its soi l is fertile and its people are
prosperous. But, soon, he is bidden to go to another
land which is just t he opposite of it in richness and
fertility. But he has no choice in the matter. He has
no rights, only duties. He is but to obey, not to reason
why. He has no preference for any country. The whole
world is his home-land and the entire mankind his
family. He is commanded to migrate from Syria with
his wife, Hajir, and infant son .
Hazrat Ibrahim comes to a valley w hich is devoid
of veget ation and surrounded on all sides by rugged
mountains. It climate is severe and it is also enti rely
uninhabited . There is no one in it who can be a source
of solace and comfort. He is to ld to leave h is helpl ess
wife and child there and move away solely for the
strength of faith in God and in compliance with His
Command. He is requi red to do so in such a state that he
is totally resigned to the Divine Will and there is not a
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trace of fear or hesitation in his heart, nor a shadow
of doubt regarding the promise of his l ord. On the
contrary, he is to act in defiance of all the dictates of
reason and experience, and yet to r.emain steadfast, firm
and unflinching, giving the fullest proof of reliance upon
God and disregard of material means and resources when
he is assailed with doubt or fear grips his heart.
After Hazrat Ibrahim has departed all those things
happen, in the natural course, that were dreaded. The
child becomes restless with thirst, and so does the
mother. But where was water to be found in that dry,
unoccupied land? There was not a drop of it in the whole
valley. Overcome w ith anxiety and with the intensity

of mother's love, Hazrat Hajir begins to run frantically
between the two hills (of Safa and Marwa) in search
of water and in the hope of meeting a caravan that may
be passing that way. When she approaches the other hill
she is suddenly seized with fear about t he safety of
her chi ld ? Is it al ive or has something happened to it ?
She hurries back to the chi ld and assures herself that it
was well. Then she again runs towards that hill, hoping
against hope that she will come upon a traveller or find
a source of water up there . She is worried and apprehensive. At the same time, she is calm and serene. She is
a Prophet's wif e and a Prophet's mother but she does
not believe in the futility of effort. She does not regard
striving and the seeking of material means to be
contrary to the spirit of faith and reliance on God. She
is disturbed but not dejected. She has the utmost trust
in God but there is no room in it for inaction. The world
has never seen such a spectacle before. The Providence,
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at fast, is stirred and a spring bursts forth as if from
nowhere. This is the blessed, everflowing fountain of
Zam Zam which neither dries up nor dwindles. It is
sufficient for the whole of mankind and for all genera·
tions to come. The world has been drinki ng at it and
w ill continue to do so t ill the end of time. There is propitiousness in it as well as health and a reward.
The Almighty has made the spontaneous act of a
pious, believing lady a deliberate observance and prescribed it as a religious duty for everyone including
kings and potentates, thinkers and scholars. Unless they
perform the Sa'ee between the hills of Safa and Marwa
their Haj will remain incomplete. The two points are, in
fact, the destination of all devout souls and Sa'ee offers
the aptest illustration of the viewpoint of a believer
which combines both reason and emotion and faith and
feeling. A believer makes a full use of his intellectual
powers in his worldly needs but. sometimes. also gives
a free rein to the emotional urges whose roots are deeper
and stronger than those of thought. He lives in a world
which is full of temptations. Bot like the pilgrim doing
the Sa'ee between Safa and Marwa he passes quickly
through it without being distracted . His heart is set
on his destination. To him life is like the few t urns
he takes between the two hills in obedience to the
Command of his Lord and in emulation of the example
set by the pious precursors. His faith does not come in
the way of critical study and investigation and his Sa'ee
(exertion) offers no hindrance to trustfulness and
reliance on God. It is an event whose worth and significance can be summed up in just tw o words : love and
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obedience.
The ch ild (Ismail} grows up and attains the age
when a father is drawn most lovingly to his offspring. He
goes out with his fattier, runs with him and keeps his
company in many ways. The lovin-g and affectionate
father is very fond of his son. And, herein lie the seeds
of crisis for his heart is a pure and noble heart which is
reserved exclusively for the love of the Divine One. It is
not anybody's heart but of the Friend of Allah. Love can
put up with anything but a co·sharer. It cannot suffer a
rival. When such is the case with human love what
would Divine love be like ? This is the position when
in 3piration com es to Hazrat Ibrahim that he should offer
the sacrifice of his son. The dreams of the Prophets are
in the nature of Divine revelations. Hence, when the
suggestion is conveyed to him again and again he knows
in his heart that it is the Will of God which shall be done.
He asks his son for without his consent the deed cannot
be performed. The son remains steadfast. He gives a
glittering proof of self-surrender. It could, of course. not
be otherwise for was he himself not a Prophet, and the
son and grandson of a Prophet 7
(Ibrahim) said : 0 my dear son, I have seen in a
dream that I must sacrifice thee. So look, what
thinkest thou ? He said : 0 my father I Do that
which thou art commanded. Allah willing, thou
shalt find me of the steadfast.
(-xxxvii: 102)
There, now. takes place a miraculous event that cannot be explained by any known natural law. Hazrat
Ibrahim comes out with his beloved son. He is going to
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sacrifice the son at the Command of God, and the son,
too. is accompanying him willingly. The goal before
t hem is the same. It is in compliance w ith the Command
of Allah and t otal resignation to His Will. In t he way they
are met by t he Devil who is al ways eager to deceive man
and deprive him of goodness and rectitude. He tries t o
dissuade them from carrying out their intention by presenting before them the alternative of t he defiance
of God in a most alluring manner and playing upon their
natural weakness for life. But they do not list en to him
and get ready for the supreme act of submission . The
moment. f inally. comes which is enough to afflict with
agony not only men but even the djinn and angels.
Hazrat Ibrahim lays his son on the ground, places the
knife on his throat and proceeds to cut it. But the Wil I
of God intervenes because .what was intended w2s not
the slaying of Hazrat Ismail but of the love that had
come in the way of the love of Allah and begun to compete with it. That love had been killed with the placing
of the knife on Hazrat lsmail's throat. Hazrat Ismail was
born to live and to prosper and to raise up a lineage which
was also to include ti1e Last of the prophets. How could
he be put to deat h b efore the fulfilment of his mission ?
God, therefore, sent down a ram, as a ransom for him.
from the Heaven so that it may be slaught ered in his
place and made it a religious ceremony to be observed
by all the followers of Hazrat Ibrahim and their descendants. During the ·sacrificia l days' of the Haj they rexive
the memory of t he 'sublime sacrifice' and make an
offering of their vvealth to God by spending it in His way.
Then, when they both had surrendered to Allah,
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and he (Hazrat Ibrahim) had flung him (Hazrat
Ismail) down on his face, We called unto him ; 0
Ibrahim I Thou hast already fulfill ed the vision. Lo I
Thus do We reward the good. Lo I 'That verily was a
clear test. Then We ransomed him with a tremendous
victim. And We left for him among the.later folk {the
Salutation) : Peace be lJ111to Ibrahim.
{-LXXXVii: 103-109)
The incident which took place between Hazrat
Ibrahim and Satan has also been immortalised by God
and it has been decreed by Him that p·ebbles should be
thrown where Satan stood in Hazrat Ibrahim's way and
tried td dissuade him from carrying out t he Divine Command. He has raised it to a ritual which has to be performed during the most auspicious days of the Hai p ilgrimage.
The object is to produce· a fee Ii ng of revulsion -against
Satan and to make it serve as an expression of defiance
and resistance . against him. The pilgrim draws a good
deal of joy and inspiration from it provided that he is
sound of faith and his understanding is correct and there
is present in him a genuine desire to submit to t he Divine
Will. rn re-enacting this part of the episode he feels
that he is engaged in a solemn struggle against the
forces of evi l in which the defeat of Satan is certain.
Years roll by on this event, the ch ild has grown into
a young man and the mantle of Apostleship has fallen
upon him. The call of Hazrat lbrahim 'has also, borne fruit
and spread widely. It was now in need of a strong base
which could lend support to the Divine faith and sustain
it. There were innumerable temples and places in the
world where Devil and the sensual appetites were freely
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worshipped. But on God's good earth there was, till
then, not a place dedicated solely to His worship. Thus,
now that the faith had taken root and the foundations
of Ummat-i-Muslimaa were securely laid Hazrat Ibrahim
was commanded to build the House of God which was
to be the refuge of all mankind . Father and son together
construct the sacred edifice which, though very simple
and ordinary to look at, is full of grandeur and solidity
from the point of view of object. They both carry stones
and raise its walls.
And (the time also is worth remembering) when
Ibrahim and Ismail were raising the foundations of
the House, (Ibrahim) prayed : Our Lord I Accept
from us this Duty ; Lo I Thou, only Thou, art the
Hearer, the Knower. Our Lord I And make us submissive unto Thee, and of our seed a nation submissive unto Thee, and show us our ways of worship,
and relent toward us. Lo I Thou, only Thou. art the
Relenting, the Merciful.
(-ii : 127-8)
The House was raised on the foundations of matchless faith and single-minded devotion. The Almighty
God bestowed His choicest acceptance upon it and
endued it with permanence. He endowed it with inner
as well as outward elegance, made it Qibla-gah 9 of th.e
world and caused for it a unique and undying attraction
in the hearts. rt draws people from all parts of the world
like a magnet . They flock to it with rare enthusiasm

1. Denoting the community of the faithful.
2. The place one turns to when at prayer.
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and reverence and make an offering of their heart and
soul to it. It is free from external adornments and
artificial decorations and it is situated at a p lace which
is removed from the broad stream of life and the din and
clang of civilisation. Yet there is something about it
which is overwhelming, irresistible.
When the house was ready, a voice came from the
Great Beyond. I t spoke:
And proclaim unto mankind the Pilgrimage.
They will come unto thee on foot and on every l ean
camel ; they will come from every deep ravine. That
they may witness things that are of benefit to them,
and mention the name of Allah on appointed days
over the beast of cattle that He hath bestowed upon
them. Then eat thereof and feed therewith thg poor
and the destitute. Then let them make an end of
their unkemptness and pay their vows and go arou nd
the ancient House.
(-xxii: 27-29)
At the time of Hazrat Ibrahim the world was a slave
to the operation of the law of cause and effect and people had begun to place an excessive reliance on material
aids and resources. It was imagined that causes were
absolute and independent in themselves, and a new kind
of fetishism had come up side by side with traditional
idolatry. The life of Hazrat fbrahim was a revolt aga inst
these very ·image-carvers' and 'idol-worshippers'. l't
was a call to pure Monotheism, to unqualified belief in
the Power of God w ith all its immensity and boundlessness. It was a declaration of truth that He alone was
the Creator of all things, the Prime Mover, the Causer
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of causes, the real Lord and Master. who, when He
pleased, separated. the causes from their origins and
altered t~e properties of things. He took away from a
thing what was peculiar to it and brought forth from
it an effect that was supposed to be dissimilar. He
made use of whatever He liked and in whatever way
He pleased.
The people had prepared a fire for Hazrat Ibrahim
and they cried :
Burn him and stand by your goods' if ye will be
doing anything.
(-xxi: 63)
But Hazrat Ibrahim knew that the fire was subservient
to the Will of Allah. To burn was not an absolute
characterist ic of it which could not be taken away but
only a relative attribute that had been placed in it by
God as a trust. Its control and operation lay wholly in
His hands who could transform it into a flower-bed in
the twi nkling of an eye. With this faith and conviction
Hazrat Ibrahim jumped into the fire and it turned out to
be exactly as he had expected.
We said : 0 fire, be coolness and paace for
Ibrahim. And they wished to set a snare for him.
but We made them the greater losers.
(-xxi : 69-79)
Life was commonly belived to be dependent upon
water, fiel ds and orchards. People used to be on the
look out for regions to make their home that were suit able
for themselves as well as for their gods, where there was
an abundant supply of water, the soi l was rich and
faci lities for trade and industry were easily obtainable.
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But Hazrat Ibrahim acted differently. In utter disregard
of the biddings of intellect and experience. he chose for
his sma ll family of a wife and son a dry and barren valley
where not a blade of grass grew and which was also
completely cur off from the outside world and separated
from the areas of prosperity. On arriving there he prayed
to Allah to enlarge the provision of his posterity, to
incline the hearts of men towards them and to provide
1.hem with all kinds of fruit without any apparent means.
Our Lord I Lo I I have settled some of my posterity
in an uncultivable valley near upto Thy Holy House.
Our Lord I t hat they my establ ish proper worship ;
so incline some hearts of men that they may yearn
toward them, and provide Thou them w ith fruits in
order that they may be thankfu l.
(xiv: 37)
The prayer was granted by Allah , and in what a
magnificent manner I Both peace and sustenance were
assured to his succeeding generations and the valley of
Mecca was made the home of fruits and His other
bount ies.
Have We not established for them a sure sanctuary, whereunto the produce of alt kind is brought
(i n trade), a provision from Our Presence? But
most of them kr;iow not.
(-xxviii: 57)
So let them worship the Lord of this House (of
Ka' aba) Who hath fed them against hunger.
(-cvi : 3-4)
Hazrat Ibrahim had abandoned his fami ly at a place
where not a drop of water was to be found but Allah
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caused a spring to spout forth from the parched, stony
land. Water began to gush, from the sand, all by itself,
arid, even to this day, it has been going on like that,
without an interruption. People drink it and take it home
in barrels. He had left his wife and son in a desolate
and uninhabited valley but soon it began to hum with
people drawn from every nook and corner of the world.
Hazrat Ibrahim's l ife was a challenge to the exaggerated materialism and blind submission to the law of
cause and effect of his age, and an affirmation of faith in
the Omnipotence and All-powerfulness of God-and it is
the unchanging practice of the Lord that He makes means
and resources subordinate to faith and produces results
from them as are outside the range of human understanding.

Renewal of the Call ot Hazrat Ibrahim
The H aj along with its rituals and the events to which
these are related, the robe of indifference to material
phenomena and liberation from conceit and vainglory
which the pilgrim puts on and the rites of Waqoof, 1 /faza, 2
Rajm,• Sa•ee; and Tawaf he performs are, in fact, a
means to the promotion and activisation in his life of the
values and concepts of Monotheism, negation of material
causes, reliance on God, Divine propitiation and making
sacrifices in His way. All these events, formalities and

1. The stay at Arafat between the mid-day of the 9th and the
early hours of the 10th of Zil-Hijja.
2. Return to Mecca from Mina.
3. The throwing of pebbles at the Jemaras.
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observances typify an open rejection of customary behaviour and o revival of the spirit of faith, love and
surrender. The Haj holds a guarantee to the preservation
of these lofty ideals, sublime sentiments and priceless
moral and spiritual values and of the unmatched Islamic
conception of human equality and brotherhood which
transcends all national. political and geographical
barriers. It is a call for following the example of Hazrat
Ibrahim, for producing the spirit of his faith and devo!ion
in oversel ves and for holding aloft his teachings everywhere and at all times.
The faith of your father Ibrah im is yours. He
hath named you Muslims of old time and in this
Scripture, that the Messenger may be a witness
against you, and that you may be witnesses against
mankind. So establ ish worship, pay the poor-due,
and hold fast to A llah. He is your Protecting Friend.
A blessed Patron and a blessed Helper I
(-xxii: 78)
A New Chapter

The call of Hazrat Ibrahim marks the beginning of a
new chapter in the story of our race. It draws a line of
separation between one current of history and another.
The whole of mankind gets divided into two camps that
remain permanently in a state of war with each other:
with it the old era ends and the new begins. Hazrat
Ibrahi m was favoured by God with an eternal call and an
everl asting Ummat and Apostleship : spiritual guidance
and religious leadership were. forever. decreed for his
descendants. For his followers it was ordained tor all
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times that they will shoulder the responsibility of carrying
out the struggle against the forces of evil and perform
the task of the preaching and propagation of faith. The
duty of guiding humanity to its ultimate destination and
protecting the light of faith against the onslaughts of
d arkness and sensuality was now going to be theirs.
Hope of Humanity
The H aj pilgrimage, the annual congregation of the
followers of Hazrat Ibrahim at Mecca, and the rites and
ceremonies connected with it, possess in full measure the
capacity to forge a living contact among his spiritual
heirs and successors and impart a new life to the aims
and ideals indicated above.
Allah hath appointed the Ka' aba, the Sacred
House, a standard for mankind, and the Sacred
Month and the offerings and the animals with straps
around their necks. This is so t hat ye may know
that A llah knoweth whatsoever is in t he heavens and
whatsoever is in the earth, and Allah is Knower
of all things.

(- v : 97)
Eternal Home of Religious Guidance and Endeavour
During the Islamic era and the ministry of the
Prophet Mohammad the House of Allah in Mecca, where
the rites of the Haj are performed, became permanent
home of religious guidance and true spirituality. Here
the cold cellar of the heart is warmed up again, and the
World of Islam rallies to it, year after year, to pay the
t ribute of love and submission and give a marvellous
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demonstration of its attachment to this pillar of faith.
The greatest of rulers, plutocrats, scholars and divines
walk around it in an exalted state of feeling but not
unbounded by reason and awareness. They furnish a
practical proof of the fact that they are united in spite of
the things that apparently divide them, bound to each
other in spite of mutual strifes and dissensions and
strong in spite of widespread poverty and backwardness.
Though the Muslims are scattered all over the world and
engrossed in their own problems and difficulties and
divided into various races and nationalties they become
one at a particular point where all their divergences.
strifes and content ions disappear and they are moulded
into a compact whole. Their life, in the pilgrimage,
consists wholly of faith and belief, worship and oblation
and Tawaf and Sa'ee, and their only halts are at Mina
and Arafat and at such other places where the rites of
the Hai are to be performed. They are constantly on the
move, advancing towards their goal, meeting new people,
traversing new paths and discovering new dimensions.
The journey wit hin journey continues till they depart
from the world and go to meet their Maker.
Town of the Beloved
It is natural for a Muslim, specially if he has come
from a distant land, to want to go to Medina, after he
has completed the Haj, which had been the home of the
sacred Prophet after migration and where his last resting
place lies. Simply and sincerely, he is seized with the
longing to betake himself to it and see the hallowed
mosque from which emanated the rays of light that
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illumined the world and flowed out the springs of knowledge and spirituality which transformed it into a blooming garden. It was here that Islam took shelter in the
days of tyranny and oppression and the initial chapters
of its history were written. The soil of this wonderful
city is soaked with the blood and tears of the holy Companions. It is but to be expected of the pilgrim that he
desired keenly to offer prayers in the Mosque of the
Prophet, one Rak'at of which is equal to thousand
Rak' ats offered elsewhere1 , and to stay at places where
the pious precursors, the martyrs and the truthful used
to stay. He is hopeful of receiving from there some part
of the celestial wealth of faith, earnestness and love, and

of the courage to lay down his l ife in the cause of
Islam. He is also inspired by the wish to send blessings
on the holy Prophet through whom he was fortunate
enough to obtain deliverance from Ig norance, to pass
from the bondage of fellow-men to the bondage of God
and to taste the sweetness of faith and to realise the
worth and dignity of man .

Protection against Pollution and Distortion
The Haj plays a vital role in the protection of the
spiritual roots of the Muslim Millet. Nothing is more
efficacious In keeping the Islamic faith safe from pollution,
confusion and distortion and t he Ummat bound to its
moorings and in dispelling the deceptions and subverting
1.

It is related by Abu Hurair11 that the Prophet once said " A Rsk•at
of Sa/at In my mosque is equal to o thousand Rak'sts offered in
any other mosque, save Masjid-i-Harsm (the Grand Mosque of
Mecca)."
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the conspiracies (which have led to the ruination of many
a community in the past) than this annual congregation.
Thanks to it, and the rites and formalities that are
peculiar to it, the Muslim Millet, on the whole, is still
inspired by the ideals associated with Hazrat Ibrahim
(and which can be described as simplicity, profundity,
uprightness, fidelity, tenderness, love and dedication)
and has kept alive the tradition of passing on its legacy
to t he future generation. In this way it is like a throbbing, pu lsating heart which is incessantly supplying new
blood to t he veins and arteries of the Ummat. The Haj
affords an excellent opportunity of sel f-examination to tha
Musl ims. They can test themselves on the anvi l of the
lbrahimi origin and their leaders and reformers can take
advantage of this unique combination of circumstances
to purge them of the corrupting influence of the hypocrites, deceivers and extremists. Through it the Millet can
safeguard its religious, cultural and intellectual identity
and ward off the challenges of the narrow nationalism
and parochialism that are inimical to the fundamental
spirit of Islam and d estructive of the organic unity of the
spiritua l heirs and successors of Hazrat Ibrahim.
The Muslims live under different conditions in
different parts of the world. They pass through diverse
phases of existence like activity and stagnation, affluence
and want, peace and turmoil and ease and difficulty.
Somet imes, They are plagued with problems relating to
culture and civilisation, and, sometimes, political and
material considerations put them on trial. At one place
the government under which they live is progressive and
benevolent. at another, it is· reactionary and d espotic.
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But whatever the circumstances, the need is always there
for the spark of faith in them to be stirred, the sentiment
of love to be aroused and the lesson of unity and selfsacrifice to b e imparted. God had made the Haj a springtime in which the ever-green t ree of the Ummat sends
forth new blossoms and the universal fraternity of Islam
re-asserts itself.
In the words of Hazrat Shah Waliullah : "Just as for
the government it is necessary to hold a periodical survey
so that it can be known who is loyal and who is disloyal
and who is a conscientious worker and who is a shirker,
and also that, through it, its power and authority may
increase and the people and officials come close to each
other the Ummat, too, stands in need of the Hai in order
that the truthful may be separated from the hypocrites
and people may come in ranks to the durbar 1 of Allah ;
they may know each-other and profit from each-other's
company for better and more desirable things are,
generally, acquired by knowing and associating with one
another.
Since the Hai is an occasion on which people come
together it serves as an effective protection against sinful
customs and practices, nothing can compare with it
where recalling the state of the leaders and mentors of
the Ummat and engendering the urge for emulating their
example are concerned.'' 1
At another place the distinguished scholar remarks, 3
" Included among the objects of the Hai is the one for
1. The place where formal gatherings are held by a sovereign.
2, Hujjatullah, Vol. I, pp. 59-60
3. Ibid.• Vol. II, p. 42
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which governments hold fairs and exhibitions. People
come from far and near to see them, they meet one another and learn about the precepts of their State and pay
t heir respects to its hallowed place.s. In the same way,
the Haj is t he fair or exhibition of Muslims in which a
display of their glory is made, their energies are pooled
together and the name of their community shines in the
world. It is stated in t he Ouran :
" And (remember) when We made the House (of
Ka'aba) a resort for mankind and a p lace of refuge."
(- ii : 125)
Centre of Universal Guida nce
It is the Will of Allah that even at most critical t imes
the Haj will not b e without the presence of the blessed
personal ities we speak of as 'doctors of divinity' •favourites of the Divine Court'. •people of preaching and reform'
and •men of the inner world', It is on account of their
participation that the atmosphere surrounding the Pilgrimage gets so overwhelmingly charged w it h radiance
and spirituality t hat even the hardest of the hearts melt.
the rebels and renegades are i nclined to be repentant, the
eyes that had never been moist with love or fear of God
are flooded with tears, the cold furnaces of the hearts are
l it up once again . the Mercy of the Lord descends from
the heavens, the feeling of peace and tranquillity permeates the entire congregation and the Devil finds no
place to hide his head. It is stated in the Traditions that
"the Devil has never been seen more miserable, angry
and d owncast than on the Day of Arafa and it is so
because he sees w ith his own eyes that the Mercy of t he
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Lord is descending upon the earth and grievous sins are
being forgiven.''
There is an indescribable quality about the spiritual
climate of the Haj. Muslims coming from far away places experience an extraordinary awakening of the heart
and they take back w ith them a provision of faith, love
and enlightenment which sustains them and enables
them to resist the pressures of fear, greed and lust. On
their return, they also share it with their brothers who
could not make the Pilgrimage owing to poverty, illness
or any other valid reason and this wealth of religious
feeling and awareness. thus, gains currency in the entire
Islamic society, the illiterate and the unknowing feel
encouraged to acquire the knowledge of faith, the weak
and the downtrodden draw inspiration from it, the
spirits of the dejected and the heart-sick are revived and
the Ummat acquires a new strength to carry out the duty
of preaching and guidance.

Demonstration of Islamic Equality and Fraternity
The Haj is a victory for Islamic nationalism over
racial, linguistic or territorial nationalism for which a
large number of Muslim countries also have, unfortunately,
fallen . ft is a proclamation as well as a most impressive
manifestation of Islamic nationalism. On reaching there,
the Muslims cast away their national or local garments
which differentiate them from one another and to which
some of them have become attached to the extent of
being clannish and parochial, and put on the national
robe of Islam, called /hr am, and they all sing the same
song of humbleness and submission.
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0 God I Here I am I Here I am In Thy presence I
Thou hast no partner I Here r am I All praise is for
Thee and from Thee are all blessings I To Thee
alone belongs Power and Rule I Thou art without
partner I
The rulers and the ruled, the masters and the slaves,
the rich and the poor, the high and the low-all become
one. The distinctions of class, race and geography lose
their validity in t heir midst. The nationality of Islam
transcends their whole existence. It is apparent from
their apparel as well as watchword. It is the same with
all the other formali t ies, prayers and ri tuals of the Haj
in which people belonging to different lands and nationalities join one another and all ths things that separate the
near from the remote, tl1e Arab from the non·Arab,
disappear at a single stroke into oblivion . They run
together between t he two hills of Safa and Marwa, travel
together to M ina, betake themselves together to Arafat,
pray together at Jabal-1-Rahmat (the Mount of M3rcy)
and spend the night together at Muzdalifa.
Then, wh9n you pass on in the multitude from
Arc:ifat, remember All oh by the sacred monument.
Remember Him as He hath guid3d you, although before ye were of those astray.
(ii : 198)
They come b ack togetht;f, move together and hal t
together.
Then hasten onward from the place whence the
multitude hasteneth onward, and ask for forgivaness
of A llah. Lo I Allah is Forgiving, Merciful.
( ii: 199)
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They stay at Mina in a body and perform the rites of
Naher (sacrificing of · animals), Halq (shaving of the
head) and Rami (throwing of pebbles) in each other's
company.
As long as the Hai endures (and, lnsha Allah, it will
ondurc till the end of time) the cult of nationlism and
other un-l slamic movements shall not succeed in swallowing up the Muslims. The Musl ims will never give in to
t hem, and in their countries (to which they are naturally
attached) no other Ka' aba will. at any ti me, be set up
which took the place of t he Haj and became the centre of
attraction for the whole of Muslims. The Qib/a shall
always remain one to which the Muslims of the East and
the West will turn their faces. So also will the House of
Allah be forever one to which the Indian and the Afghan
and the European and the American Muslims will be
coming tor the Haj Pilgrimage year after year.
And (Remember) when We made the House (of
Ka'aba) a resort for mankind and a place of refuge,
saying : Take a~ your place of wor~hip the place
where Ibrahim stood to pray.
(-ii : 125)
Benefits
The Haj has many other benefits, some of which are
known t o us and some are not. Perhaps the benefits we
do not know are more numerous t han those we know.
Eminent scholars of Islam have drawn attention to the
benefits of the Hai that are hidden from our view. A
verse of Sura-i-Haj of the Our' an reads :
That they may get together for things that are of
b~ nefit to them.
(-xxii : 28)
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Here the word Manafe (of benefit) has been used in
a general sense, ostensibly with t he object of indicating
the abundance of the advantages accruing from the Haj
and their di fferent categories and phases at different
periods of time. 1
1.

Tho Hoiis an occnsion on which tho M uslims from all over t he
world come together and ovall themselves of tho things that oro
of benefit to them i n vario us wnys, They can take advantage of
it to meet o;ich other and discuss their problems. But this is not
th e real significance of the Haj os so mo of the present·day writers
try to show. The Hajis not in the naturo of a p olitical conference.
what ever these self-appoint ed exponents of Islam may say.
Were it so. the Haj would be hold in a peaceful atmosphere with
oll tha pilgrims staying at one place. This, naturally. would
have facilitated deliberations.. But the rites o f the Pllgrimego aro
such that the Hajis have always to bo on th e movo and th ere is
little opportun ity for them to sit together and confer. M oroovor,
had the Hoj really been intended to be something of a M uslim
conference on international affairs it would have been open
on ly to loaders of Muslim opinion in various countries or. at
loost. special stress would have bean laid on their presence
while, in fact. it has been made obligatory for every Muslim, man
or woman. who possesses the moons to make th o Pilgrimage
and tho obligation holds good for only once in a life-time. It is
not th at o worldly ad vantage con or should not be derived from
tho Hoj but that does not form a pert of its fundamental aim and
purpose. The Our•an says :
Pilgrimage to th e House (of t<llah) Is a duty men owe to
God - those who can offord tho journ ey, but if any deny faith.
God stand not in need or any of his creatures.
( - iii : 97)
A Tradition of tho Prophet roods ; " A person whom God
hos given enough to perform tho Hoj, if he fails to do so th en it
docs not matter whether he dies a Jew or Christian.''
( Continued or. next page)
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The City of Peace sh ould p r esent a True Picture of
the Isl amic way of Li f e
The Haj is c.:n annual congregation In which the
Muslims from all parts of the world part icipate. They
co llect in one place, on a singl e platform, with a difinite
aim and conviction, and in a rare religious and spiritual
atmosphere. and from it, t hey draw fresh strength and
gain new inspiration. It gives them a splendid opportunity to remove the faults that may have crept into their
beliefs and practices under the influence of alien ideologies and un-lslamic civilisations or as a result of imitating
the ways of life pursued in the neighbouring countries.
and to acquire t he knowledge and awareness of faith
from the •founrnin of purity' which is eternally protected
against pollut ion and defilement. It is, therefore, essential both logically and from the point of view of the spi rit
of rsram and the Haj that the City of Peace (i.e., Mecca)
with which the whole of the Pilgrimage is associated
preserved the heritage of the Islamic programme of life in
all its aspects and presented such a picture of it that
t he pilgrims w ere able to appreciate its distinctiveness
and to l ive through it, however brief t heir stay might
be, is a reality. God has made the blessed city of
Mecca the seat of the Haj and the place of refuge for
all Muslims. They come here wit h the impression that it
is the spiritual capital of Islam and the springhead of
sanctity. On coming here an ordinary Muslim w ho lives
(Con tlnut!d fro111 poge 43)
If tho Ha/ was to be an International Islamic Conference
its form and design would have been different and it would also
not be held at such o romoto and barren place.
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far away from the nerve-centre of Islam regards everything
related to it to be authentic. Whatever he sees or hears
is to him the last word in correctness and propriety for
the simple reason that in the eyes of the common Muslim
the conduct of no one can be more in keeping with the
standard of Islam than t hat of the people of M ecca and
Medina. It could simply be no other way because the
followers of every religion or civilisation look to its place
of origin or spiritual or cultural headquarters for inspirotion. and believe what obtains there to be the measuring
yard of excellence. Thus the lexicon of the Quraish is
considered to be of the highest meri t in Arabia, and next
to it is the language of the bedouin which sets the
pattern for the idiom. pronunciation and mode of expression among the Arabs, Similarly, the conduct of the
people of M edina was regarded as decisive in the Maliki
school of J urisprudence and during the heyday of Spain
the behaviour of the inhabitants of Cardova was held to
be t he standard of perfection by the jurists of the West.
People. indeed, hove always been in the habit of imagining the capita ls of their countries to be the citadels of
culture. They vie with each other in following the trends
set over there io dress and other fields of personal and
social behaviour. It is, therefore, a most disconcerting
experience for Muslim religious teachers when pilgrims
returning from the Seat of lslnm tell them that what they
had seen there was quite different from what they had
been preaching.•
1.

The above passage is an abridgement of the speech delivered by
the author at tho Annual Conference of Rabita-i·'Alam·i-lslomi
held at Mecca in 1964.
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Distinctiveness
What is more important is that M ecca (the City of
Peace) should In all circumstances uphold the standards
of simplicity and austerity that brought the pilgrims
closer to the social and spiritaul climate in which the
Muslims of tho earliest centuries of Islam performed the
Haj. On entering it, they shou ld feel that they had stepped into a new world and were living in entirely different
surroundings. This will inspire thorn to cast aw ay the
shadow of their past existence and imbibe new values.
They will then, derive a rare spiritual satisfaction from
their stay in that blessed town which they could never
feel in their own homeland. On the other hand. if the
House of Ka'aba or the Haram Sharif• remained true
to their original state but their surroundings underwent
a radical change and the town of Mecca and its neighbouring areas began to look like a part of Europe or
America and t he Western Civilisation. with all its virtues
and vices swept over it and the Haji, who in the Shariat
is described as the dishevelled and the dust laden'. set
about to enjoy thoroughly the luxuries of the modern
age and lead a life of ease and comfort, he w ill not be
able to feel the full moral and spiritual impact of the
Pilgrimage.
The Haj, because of it, has been described as a kind
of Jehad. It is related by Hazrat Ayesha that the Prophet
once said. "The best and most superior Jehad is the
Haj which finds acceptance (with God).'' It is also
related by her that once she said to the Prophet that
1. The sacred enclosure of Mecca.
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wh<rn Jehad w as regarded to be a superior act why
should they not engage in it ( instead of performing the
Hai) ? Th e Prophet replied, " But a better kind of Jehad
is the Haj on which there is the favour of the Lord."
Another Tradition related by Hazrat Omar reads, " Make
preparations for th9 H aj for it, too, is Jehad."
If, therefore, M ecca itself changes beyond recognition and accepts blindly the influence of the Western
Civilisation and various mordern contrivances of comfort
and luxury are freely made available during the Haj the
pilgrims will naturally be haunted by a sense of spiritual
vacuum and a clear decline in the benefits of the Hej will
take place on all sides.
Provisions of the Shariat
The holy law has provided the Hai wit h an environment which is basically conducive to sel f-real isat ion and
inner upliftment. It has encompassed it with worship
and endowed it with sanctity and spirituality. The
journey of the Haj, for most people, is long and tedious.
In it they have to pass through many lands and undergo
diverse experiences. Temptations beset thei r path,
business worries and other vexations tax their minds;
they stop at strange places and come into contact with
all sorts of people. Sometimes, they are also accompanied by their families which often proves to be an
additional distraction. All these things can undermine
the spirit of devotion and endeavour which holds the key
to the blessedness of the H aj. There was, thus, not an
inconsiderable danger of the Haj Pilgrimage getting
reduced to another journey with the pilgrims going out
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as tourists and returning home empty-handed.
As a safeguard against it the Shariat has given to
the Hai a colour of sanctity and sublimity that never
fades. It has provided it with a built-in mechanism that
allows neither neglect nor apathy nor any other vain or
frivolous element to enter into it and ruin its beauty.
The Shariat has laid down wise and comprehensive rules
for the Hai which strengthen its hold on life and ensure
its continuance as a most important means of correction
and reform and of gaining access to God . To begin
with . it has declared it to be the fourth fundamental duty
in Islam and made it obligatory for all Muslims who
fulfil certain conditions.
Pilgrimage to the House (of Allah} is a duty
men owe to God-those who can afford the journey,
but if any deny faith God stands not in need of any
of His creatures.
(-iii : 97}
It is related by Hazrat Ali that the Prophet once
said, "A person whom God has given enough to perform
the Hai, if he fails to do so then it does not matter
whether he dies a Jew or a Christian.'' Another Tradition
of the holy Prophet reads : The foundation of Islam
rests on these five pillars : The affirmation that there is
no God save one God and Mohammad is His Apostle, the
establishment of Sa/st, the payment of Zskst, the observance of Saum in the month of Ramadhan and the
performance of the Hai by those who can afford to make
the pilgrimage .''
In the Traditions the virtu,es of the Hai and the high
place it occupies in the sight of God have been stressed
over and over again with the object of arousing the
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sentiments of faith and eagerness because unless these
two senti ments are associated with an act and it is
motivated primarily by them God has no use for it. It is
related by Hazrat Abu Huraira that the Prophet once said.
'"The reward for a pure and untainted Haj is Paradise
itself and nothing short of it." In another Tradition
related by him it is said that "he who performs the Haj
and commits no lustful act during it, and does not disobey God (in any other way), he will return from it as
pure and sinless as he was at the time of his birth."
Yet another Tradition of the holy Prophet reads, ·•Perform
the Hai and the Umra for they both remove the sins in
the same way as the furnace removes the impurities of
gold, si lver and iron, and there is no lesser recompense
on a pure <!nd unta ined Haj than Paradise, and when a
believer pu·1s on the lhram all his sins disappear with the
setting of the sun." It is, further. related by Hazrat
Ayesha that the Prophet once said : "On no other day
does God release so many of His slaves from the torment
of Hell as on the day of Arafa." 1
Once it was enquired from the Prophet which was
the most excellent of acts. He replied, "affirmation of
faith in God and His Apostle." He was asked what was
next to it, and he said, " Jehad in the way of Allah."
On being asked what came after it, the Prophet replied,
"Pure and untainted Haj."•
rncluded among the wise and far-reaching regulations governing the Haj pilgrimage is the determination
1. Muslim.
2. Ibid.
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of Miquats 1 which fulfils the purpose of imparting a new
consciousness to the p ilgrim and producing a kind of
mental and spiritual awakening in him. He begins to
feel that he is approaching an Imperial durbar and has
entered its sanctified precincts. But for it. the pilgrims
would reach the House of Allah without being psychologically prepared for the event like the uncultured rustics
who intrude into the courts of kings and noblemen only
to be thrown out unceremoniously.
Commenting on the significance of Mawaquit~
J.fazrat Shah Waliullah writes : "The real idea behind
the determination of Mawaquit is that while, on the one
hand, it is enjoined upon the pilgrims to present themselves in Mecca with their hair dishevelled and in a
distressed condition, on the ot her, there is an open
difficulty for them in setting forth from their homes with
the lhram wrapped round their bodies-some of whom
have to do a month or two of travelling, or even moresome special places have been marked on all sides of
Mecca on crossing which it is necessary to put on the
lhram. Care has been taken that these places are well
known as points of transit. The Miquat for people
coming from Medina (i.e., Zul-Hulaifa) is at the farthest
distance. It is so because Medina is the centre of Divine
Revelation, the citadel of faith, the home of Migration
and the first city to embrace Islam at the Call of Allah
1.

2.

Miquats are places marked out on the different sides of the city
of Mecca on reaching which a pilgrim coming for the Ha/ or
Umra from a place lying beyond them is required to put on the
pilgrim's robe of lhiiim.
Plural of M iquat.
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and the Apostle. The people oi Medina, as such, have a
greater claim to be in t he vanguard of those who strive
in the path of Allah and ahead of everyone in worship.
As against Jawatha, Taif and Yamama, Medina is counted among the earliest towns t o have entered into the
fold of Islam and given proof of si ngle-minded devotion
to faith. There is, therefore no harm if the Miquat for it
has been fixed so far away. " 1
The pilgrim's robe of lhiam is meant to attune him
spiritually to the sublimity of his mission. I t brings
about in the pilgrim the realisation that he is going on
an important errand and presenting himsel f in the holiest
of courts. There is also a complete freedom in it from
ostentation. In this way, lhram occupies the same place
in the Haj as Takbir: does in Sa/at which takes the
worshipper into a new spiritua l cl imate and puts him in
as pecial kind of bondage by taking away his freedom
for the time bei ng :
Observes Hazrat Shah Wal iullah:
"/hr'am which is worn in the Haj and Umra is l ike
t he Takbir of Sa/at. I t is a symbol of beli ever's faith,
sincerity and endeavour. Its purpose is to make the sel f
lowly before God, to make it bow down before Him in
submission and to serve as an expression of anguish,
distress and sufferi ng for His sake.'' 1
A definite method has also been prescribed for

1. Hujjatullah, Vol. II. p. 44
2. The Formula of Alls//-o·Akba1 recited at the commencemont of
Namaz.
3. Hujjstulloh, Vol. II. p . 44.
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coming out of the state of lhram and the discipline that
goes with it. It is not that the pilgrim takes off the
lhram all of a sudden and begins to enjoy all the things
that were prohibited till then. He does so with a precise
formulation of intention (Niyat) and in accordance with
a definite procedure. Just as a person comes out of the
state of Sa/at by means of Salam (Salutation), he divests
himself of lhram through Hulq (shaving of the hair).
As Hazrat Shah Waliullah explains, "The significance of
Hu/q is that by it a method of coming out of t he state of
lhram is determined which is not opposed to dignity. ff
people were left to their own judgement every one would
be acting the way he liked. Besides, it marks the
termination of the state of dishevelment that was desired
earlier. It is like the turning of the face (Safllm) in

Salat."1
Ta/bia , again, forms a part of the plan designed to
enhance the efficacy of the Haj. The Shariat has stressed
its importance and the holy Prophet also has said that it
is preferable to utter it in a loud and full-throated
manner. On being asked which Haj was of a higher
order, he is reported to have remarked, " The one in
which Talbia is recited forcefully and the animals are
offered in sacrifice properly.":i
The Talbia has an important ro19 to play ·in stirring
up the inner self of the pilgrim, in enkindllng the flame of
love, devotion and eagerness within him and in arousing
in him the desire to beg , beseech and rub his forehead
1. Hu/jat., Vol. 11. p. 45.
2. lbn-i-Mnja,
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on the ground in the holy precincts of the House of
Allah. As the pilgrim utters it, a wave of faith and
spirituality surges through his entire existence. It equips
him emotionally for the great event and, thus, removes
the deficiency from which he is, generally, inclined to
suffer owing to pre-occupation with the mundane things
of life. When he raises the heart-warming cry of Here I
am: 0 God, Here I am in Thy Presence : Thou art without a partner: All Praise is for Thee, and from Thee are
all Blessings I To Thee belongs all Power (and Rule) :
Thou hast no partner, the inherent meaning and signi ·
ficance of the Hai dawns upon him in its full lustre and
solemniw, he is seized with joy and excitement, the cup
of love overflows and the flame of Monotheism runs
through the depths of his being; he feels restless and a
genuine mental and spi ritual affinity between him and
Hazrat Ibrahim and the sacred Prophet and his Compa·
nions and the bearers of his message is created and he
becomes one with them.
S a n ctity of Time and Space

God has bestowed two special 'sanctities' upon the

Ha/. t he sanctity of tim l and the sanctity of space, du e
to which the pilgrim remains alive to the grandeur of the
occasion and the solemnity of his own responsibility.
He is zealously vigi lant in his conduct and never becomes neglectful of the un ique spiri t ual atmosphere sur·
rounding the Pilgrimage.
In the Quran it is set forth that :
Lo I the number of the months with Allah is
twelve months by Allah's ordinance in the day that

(
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He created the heavens and the earth. Four of them
are sacred : that is the right religion . So wrong not
yourselves in them.
(- ix: 36)
And, also:
They question thee (0 Mohammad) with regard
to warfare in the sacred month. Say : Warfare
therein is a great transgression.

(-ii: 217)
It is related that the Prophet once said, "Verily. Time
has returned to its original state-as it was on the day
on which God created the heavens and the earth . Four
months are sacred in it : Zi-Quad, Zil-Hijja, Moharrum
and Rajab. " 1
As for the sanctity of space, we read the following in
the Quran :
Say (0 Mohammad) I I am commanded only
to serve the Lord of this Land which He hath hallowed, and unto Whom all things belong. And I am
commanded to be of those who surrender (to Him).
(-xxvii : 91)
It is rel ated by lbn-1-Abbas that the Prophet said on
t he occasion of the victory of Mecca, "Migration has
ceased from today but Jehad and Niyat remain. Start
out at once when you are called up for faith." He also
remarked, "God has granted sanctity to this town from
the day o n which He created the heavens and the earth.
This sacredness wi ll endure till the end of the world.
Even before me warfare was prohibited in it and to me
1.

Muslim
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also it has b een al lowed only for a short time of the day.
Now it is forbidd en, with the sanctity of Allah, till the
Last Day. In it, neither a thorn can be· plucked nor a
straw broken nor a bird or animal driven for game nor an
article dropped (by any one) picked up. " Upon it, Abbas
enqu ired, "0 Prophet of God I Can lkhir 1 also not
be pulled out (which was often needed by the people) ?"
The Prophet rep lied, "Of course, with the exception of
lkhir."
To commit a sin within the bounds of Haram' is, in
any case, a grievous matter. But. according to some
doctors, even the intention to commit a sin in it is an
offence and, in their support, they cite the following
verse of the Quran :
Whosoever intendeth wrongful partiality in it,
him We shall punish with a painful doom.
(-xxii: 25)
lbn-i-Katheer, for instance, asserts that "the distinction of the Haram is that here even a person who thinks
of committing a si n is liable 10 be called to account and
punished no matter whether he carries it into action
or not"
With the sanctity of time and space, a number of
special regulations have been prescribed for the sanctity
of lhram as well. Hunting, for example, is forbidden to
one who is in the state of wearing it. Says the Quran:
0 ye who b elieve I Kill no wild game while ye
1.
2.

A kind of aromatic grass
The city of Mecca along with a certain outlying territory on all
sides is called Haram.
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are in the state of lhram.

(-V: 95)
To hunt and to eat the fish of the sea is made
lawful for you, a provision for you and for seafarers ; but to hunt on land is forbidden to you so
long as ye are in the staite of lhram. Be mindful of
your duty to Allah, unto Whom ye will be gathered.
(- V: 96)
To quote from Hazrat Shah Waliullah's Hujjatuffahul-Baligha : " These things are forbidden to the pilgrim
who is wearing the lhram so that he attained the state of
humbleness, renouncement of ostentation, and dishevelment, and unkemptness. the reverent fear of God and of
His punishment became dominant in him and he was not
caught in the web of (worldly) desires and interests.
Hunting has been included among the prohibited things
because it also fall s within the sphere of sel f-indulgence
and is a kind of entertainment. 1 "
For many a pilgrim the journey of the Hai is a long
one, taking a lot of time.
And proclaim unto mankind the Pilgrimage.
They will come unto thee on foot and also on lean
camel ; they will come from every deep ravine.
(-xxii : 27)
During the journey the pilgrim passes through various
experiences. He comes into contact with different
people and has to live among strangers for days and
weeks. In it situations can arise that test his patience
and make him irritable. He can be provoked to be
1. Vol. II, p. 44
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quarrelsome or incited to commit other misdeeds. Often
he is inclined to be petty and mean and to behave in a
manner he considered disgraceful even at home. Sometimes, he is guilty of a moral indiscretion which is
pla inly injurious to the spirit of his mission. All such
t hings have been particularly forbidden to the pilgrim
sinca there was a greater likelihood of their occurrenca
during the Haj.
The Pilgrimage is in the well-known months,
and whoever is minded to perform the Pilgrimage
therein (let him remember that) there is to be no
lewdness or abuse nor angry conve rsation during the
Pilgrimage.
And whatsoever good ye do Allah
l<noweth it. So make provision for yourselves
(hereafter) ; for the best provision is to ward off evil.
Therefore, keep your duty unto Me, 0 men of
understanding .
(-ii : 197)
These teachings and regulations (related as they are
directly to mind and conscience. deed and intent, and
time and space) have vested the Haj with a sense of
solemnity and self-denial which is wholly its own. The
uplifting influence the rites of the Haj exert on life and
the inclination for self- searching and moral and spiritual
restraint and correction they produce in the pilgrim is not
equalled by a similar event or observance in any other
community. This uniqueness goes to confirm the truth
of the celestial Tradition of the Prophet which says: "He
who performs the Hoj and commits no lustful act during
it and does not disobey God, (in any other way), will
return from it as pure and sinless as he was at the time
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of his birth.''

Farewell Haj
The holy Prophet had not performed the Hai since
his migration to Medina . He set out for Mecca with the
intention of performing the Haj in the month of Zil-Hijja
in the tenth year of Migration. The whole of Arabia was
stirred as the news spread and about a lakh 1 of Muslims
thronged to Mecca to join him on the Pilgrimage. This
pilgrimage is popularly known as ths Farewell Haj for it
was not only the first but also the last Haj parformed by
the sacred Prophet and in i • he bade farewell to his
followers and imparted to them his last advice and
testament.
The Farewell Haj is worthy of being remembered as
a portent of Allah and a miracle of the holy Prophet. IT
is unique in many ways and commands a distinctive place
among the acts of religious devotion performed by the
Divine Apostles. It is also of unequalled significance in
the sense that a vast body of men were afforded the
opportunity of associating themselves with the Prophet,
of emulating his example, carrying out his instructions,
observing his movements and recording the minutest
details of his daily life. From one generation to another.
the Ummat has striven hard to obtain guidance from it
and to evolve rules on the basis of every single item of
what t he Prophet said or did during the blessed journey.
The Muslims have spared themselves nothing by way
of time and industry in the compilation and preservation
1.

Meaning a hundred thousand
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of the record of this Pilgrimage. They have brought to
bear a rare power of observation and sense of understand Ing and re!:ponsibility to this task. But it has not
merely bEen an intellectual accomplishment for we have
enough experience of how important details are left out
of biographies and travel-accounts of great men. It is, in
fact, a marvel of love, of the tender emotion, which is
always alive. alert and watclhful and to which even a
particle of dust bearing an association with the beloved
is more precious than gold.
Throughout the long and hallowed journey love
remained a close companion of intellect. From the time
the Prophet announced his decision to go on Pilgrimage
till his return to Medina this fellowship was not broken
for a moment. The two kept a close watch on all h is
sayings and doings and have left behind for the Ummat
and the succeeding g enerntions a record so complete and
accurate that from it a Muslim can know clearly about
everything that took place during the whole course of the
Pilgrimage-how did the Prophet travel from Medina to
Mecca, what happened during his visits to Mina and
Arafat, aAd on hi s w ay back to Mecca, and, finally, on
his return journey to Medina. In the mirror of it he can
see the Prophet talking, preaching and exhorting, doing
the Sa'ee, performing the Tawaf and completing the
other rites. Thanks to it, he can participate, intellectually and spiritually. in all these events and incidents.
As a Muslim reads the account of the Farewell Hai the
invisible becomes the visible for him and the past, the
present.
From all pointers and attending circumstances this
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Haj of the Prophet was destined to take place the way it
did. It was not a chance occurrence but had come to pass
designedly and at the most appropriate time. That it
materialised so late was not without significance. It was
when l'slam had spread throughout the Peninsula of
Arabia, the number of Muslims had swelled, faith had
grown in strength and love had mellowed, the minds and
hearts of men had become receptive and they were
willlng to learn and imbibe new knowledge, the hour of
the Prophet's departure from the world was drawi ng near
and it seemed necessary that he bade farewell to h is
followers. It was in these circumstances that the holy
Prophet undertook the Pilgrimage so that he could meet
the M uslims and inform them, for the last time, about the
modes and formalities of worship, fulfil his mission as a
witness of Allah and take from them the p ladge of adherence to t he Divine path and the way of the Islamic
Shariat after he had pass '? d away. and demolish the last
vestiges of idola<ry and pag anism. The Farewell Haj
was, indeed, the equivalent to a thousand sermons and
exhortations.
It would be a sheer waste of time to try to find a
parallel of the Vvonderfu l manner in which the minutest
details of the happenings in t he entire course of the
Farewell Pilgrimag'3 of the Prophet have been preserved
in the descriptions of the journeys undertaken by other
men of eminence, both temporal ond spiritual. The
record made available by most of the communities of their
Apostles is defective and incomplete. What we know,
for example, about the life of Jesus does not, according
to Encyclopaedia Britannica. cover moro than f ifty days

of his career on earth . 1
Since the Haj is performed only once in a year and
in view of the promise o f an immense reward and
forgiveness it carries and the extraordinary preparations
that are made for it and hardships borne and the exceptional restrictions that are placed on the pi lgrims and the
unusual rites that are to be carried out. it is essential that
one should do one's utmost to loam and perform the Haj
in the best of manner by following the example of the
sacred Prophet and conducting oneself in accordance
with the standard set by him. In this lies the primary
importance of the Farewell Hai and it w ill continue to
serva as the criterion of perfection for Muslims for all
time to come.
Pilgrimage in Other Religions
There is no religious group or community which may
not have its holy shrines and places of pilgrimage. In
every faith there are some sacred places to which its
followers travel at a certain time and as an act of religious
devotion. This is so because it fulfil s a great human
need and satisfies a basic spiritual urge. Man. as we
have said already. is always in the quest of an object
through which he can gratify his inborn feelings of love
and fidelity. He needs a profound event, a prolonged
ceremony through which he can make amends for his
serious transgressions and obtain release from the stinging reflections of his conscience and the reproach of
society. Within him there is a persistent desire for an
1. Vol.XIII., pp. 16-17
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impressive congregation which may be solely inspired by
religious and spiritual motives and free from all other
considerations. When we look at history we find that no
nation or society has ever been without its shrines and
places hallowed by memory where people have got together for offering up oblations and making entreaties to the
Almighty (or gods and goddesses of their own creation).
l'n the words of the Quran :
And for every nation We have appointed a ritual
t hat they mention the name of Allah over the beast
of cattle that He hath given them for food : and your
God is One God, so, surrender unto Him. And give
good tidings (0 Mohammad) to the humble.
(-xxi i : 34)
Unto each nation We have given sacred rites
which they are to perform ; so let them not dispute
with thee of the matter, but summon those unto thy
Lord. lo I Thou indeed followest right guidance.
(-xxii: 67)
Excavators and archaeologists have unearthed incontrovertible evidence in support of this contention. History
also tells that the institution of pilgrimage has always
been present among the various peoples and communities
of the world. But it is very difficult to get to the bottom
of these rites and obtain an adequate knowledge of t he
rules and ceremonies governing them. What we have so
far been able t o learn is only of a fragmentary and
speculative nature on the basis of which no precise
picture can be drawn .
The Jewish and Christian faiths are nearest to us in
the matter of the pilgrimage. Both of these have seen
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long stretches of history and enlightenment, and chroniclers, too, have done full justice to them. Even now their
adherants make two of the most advanced peoples of the
world, culturally, educationally and politically. Ancient
monuments and other sacred places in Jerusalem are
still th9 objects of veneration and they have been making
a pilgrimage to that eternal city from th3 days of old.
But when we compare it with the Tslamic Hai the image
of the Jewish or Christian pi,grimage that emerges in the
mind is, at least, weak and hazy.
We will now reprc;>duce a summary of what appears
about the pilgrimage in Judaism in the tenth volume of
the Jewish Encyc/opaedia.1
The pilgrimage to Jerusalem, which was called
Re'iyah (meaning the appearance) used to take place on
one of the three festivals of Passover, Shabn'ot and
Sukkot. The Mishnah says that all were under obligation
to appear, except minors, women, the blind, the aged and
the sick. A minor, in this case, was• defined as one who
was too young to be taken by his father to Jerusalem.
According to the Mosaic Law, everyone was to take an
offeri ng, through the value of it was not fi xed. While the
appearance of women and infan~ males was not obligatory, they usually accompanied their husbands and fathers
in all public gatherings.
Gesius Florus, who lived in J erusalem from 64 to 66
A.O., counted that 256,500 lambs w are sacrificed at the
one Passover Festival, and allowing ten persons to one
lamb this would make 2,565,000 pi lgrims. The Tosefta
1. pp, '35·37
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records that on one occasion 1 ,200,000 lambs were
offered in sacrifice which would make a total of
12,000,000 pilgrims. These figures are evidently
exaggerated.
The pilgrimage to Jerusalem did not cease with the
destruction of the temple. The Turkish conquest under
Salahuddln (1187) secured to the Oriental J ew s the
privilege of visiting Jerusalem and the sacred places.
Among the Eastern J ews, specially those of Babylonia
and Kurdistan, it has been the custom from the 14th
Century onward to go on pilgrimage at least once a year.
many of them actually walking the whole distance. The
era of the Crusades evidently encouraged pilgrimage of
Jews from Europe.
The expulsion of the Jews from Spain in 1492 and
the consequent settlement of many exi les in Turkish
territory l argely increased the number of pilgrims. The
goal of thei r journeys w as chiefly the tomb of Samuel
the Prophet at Ramah where they held annual communions and celebrations.
The J ews of Palestine complai n of the lack of interest
on the part of t heir co-religionists elsewhere as compared
with the thousands of Christians who avail themselves
of modern opportunities to visit the Holy Land.
Pilgrimages are made usually on f ixed days in the
year, called by the Oriental and North African J ews as
'days of Zi'arah .' On such days it is customary to visit
the tombs or relics of certain personages who in early or
mediev.al t imes w ere famous as kings or Prophets for their
holy lives. The days of pilgrimage are celebrated by
prayers, rejoicings and popular festivals.
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In Jerusalem a crowd of Jews gathers before the
western wall of the Temple of Solomon every Friday
evening and on the e11es of the feast days as well as on
23 successive days from the eve of the 17th of Tammuz
to the 9th of Ab. On the latter date the religious service
occurs at midnight.
As for the institution of pilgrimage among the
Christians an outline of it is reproduced below from the
10th volume of the Encyclopaedia of Religion and

Ethics. 1
"As pilgrimage", says it ·•is a journey undertaken
to visit sacred places. such as,. the scenes of our Lord's
earthly life in Palestine, the 'threshold of the Apostles·
at Rome or the shrines of saints and martyrs.
" It was natural for a Christian to wish to tread again
the paths treaden by the Saviour, though the first
generations of Christians did not seem to feel as strongly
as their successors. From the 3rd Century certainly t he
sacred pl aces were visited. Many Christians have felt
far greater attraction to the scene of their Lord's passion
and resurrection than to those of His earthly ministry.
"From the 13th Century pilgrimages to the Holy land.
t hough still frequent. were less numerous than those to
Rome. Next after Jerusalem, Rome was the city which
drew the largest number of pi lg rims. The causes which
contributed to the rise of the Papacy made Rome a pilgrim
resort ; more specially the tombs of St. Peter and St. Paul
exalted it into the goal whither Roman Catholics flocked.
"One centre of interest was the catacombs. At
1 . p 18
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first used as burial places, they afterwards became
sacred places, hallowed by the bones of martyrs and
visited by thousands of pilgrims. The pilgrims have never
ceased to visit Rome ; tha large number of Churches have
been continuous sources of attraction."
This was only about a few places of pilgrimage.
There is a bewildering abundance of relics, tombs and
shrines not only in Palestine but in all the countries
inhabited by Jews and Christians. A detailed account of
the graves of saints and martyrs and other sacred places
is given in the two monumental works we have referred to
above. rn them the contributors have, further, mentioned
the days on which the pilgrimage was to be made and
the different rituals that were considered necessary on
such occasions.
When one looks at the excessive attachment of the
J ewish and Christian peoples (-the 'People of t he Book')
to shrines and the exaggerated religious fervour with
which they undertook long and tedious journeys to them
and which had, ultimately, pushed them into the lap of
Polytheism it becomes apparent why the holy Prophet
had taken such great pains to put an end to the custom.
He was apprehensive of the unholy practices becoming
rampant among the torch-bearers of Monotheism and the
last of the Divinely ordained communities with which
rested the responsibility of lending guidance to mankind
till the day of the Last Judgement. He ordered his own
grave to be kept free from all Polytheistic ways and
performances. It was his chief anxiety during his last
illness.
It is related by Hazrat Ayesha and Abdullah-bin-
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Abbas that "when the Prophet fell ill he would cover his
venerable face with the sheet and when he became
restless he would cast the sheet away. In this condition
he said, " The curse of God be upon the Jews and
Christians who have converted the graves of their
Prophets into places of performing the prostration. He
was, in this way, warning his followers against such
customs and practices" 1
It is, further, related by Hazrat Abu Huraira that the
sacred Prophet once said, " May God destroy the Jews.
They have made the graves of their Prophets into places
of worship.'' 1
It is related by Hazrat Ayesha that once Umm-i-Salma
was talking to the Prophet about the Synagogue of
Maria she had visited in Abyssinia. She spoke of the
paintings she had seen in it. The Prophet, thereupon,
remarked, "These are the people who, when a good or
pious person died among them, used to build a temple
on his grave. They are the worst of the creatures of
Allah.'•
Yet another Tradition reads : " 0 Allah : Let my grave
not be an idol to which worship may be offered. Allah is
severely displeased with those who have made the
graves of their Prophets into pl aces of worship...,
The Prophet has forbidden his followers to make a
journey specifically with the object of visiting a tomb or

1.
2.
3.
4.

8ukh1ti
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Ibid
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shrine. He said, " A journey, w ith intention and preparation, is permissible only to three mosques Masjid

Haram, 1 Masjid-un-Nabi 1 and Masjid-i-Aqsa."•
He has, thus, made the Muslim Millet safe against
the perverting influence of t ombs and shrines which had
led many a community into Polytheism and idolatry.
Unfortunately, however, some sections of Muslims
failed to abide by the Prophet's advice and went astray
although it was what had kept him worried even on t he
death-bed . They, too, succumbed to the spell of tombs
and shrines and began to visit them out of religious
devotion covering long distances and undergoing all sorts
of difficulties. They took to prostrating themselves before
the graves of holy men and making their vows and pet itions to them and showing reverential respect in many
other ways, as was the habit of the J ews and Christians.
The prophecy of the sacred Prophet has been fulfilled to
the very letter that "you will go wholly in the samg direction as the earlier peoples did. If they will move by a
span you, too, wi ll move by a span, and if they will move
by a cubit you, too, will move by a cubit. "'
The tombs and shrines (many of which were false
1.
2.
3.
4

At Mecca
At Madina
At Jerusalem
It is related by Abu Sa•eed Khudri that the Prophet once said :
'You will follow th e example of the preceding communities
span by span and cubit by cubit so much so that If they will
crawl into the hole of a lizard you too will do the same.'' The
Prophet was asked whether by the preceding communities he
meant the Jews and Christians. " Who else 7'' h e replied.
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and fictitious) not only encroached upon the right of the
mosques but, sometimes, also took the place of Masjid-iHaram and the House of Ka'aba. The ignorant and the
unknowing began to gather around them in large numbers
and soon it gave rise to th9 practice of celebrating the
Ursi and holding fairs in commemoration of the death of
the holy men with whom these were associated. The
condition of these people has been eloquently depicted
by lbn-i-Taimiyah in these words. "The tombs among
them are crammed with people while the mosques are
empty and deserted." 1
A traveller going round the Muslim World will witness, from place to place, the depressing spectacle of
Polytheistic practices being performed at tombs, shrines
and lmambaras (to which large properties are endowed)
and dialogues carried on with the religious divines
buried in them in a manner most revolting to the spirit
of Islam.
Among the rel igions of India, namely, Hinduism,
Buddhism and Jainism, there is a profusion of temples
and other places of pilgrimage that are held sacred owing
to their association with some special incident like the
receiving of enlightenment by a saint or holy man or the
appearance (according to the belief of their adherents)
of a god or goddess in a manner outside of nature. The
number of religious fairs and bathing fe stivals in these
communities is very large.
1.
2.

An annual festival held at the tombs of religious divines to
commemorate their death.
Minhaf-us-Sunnoh, Vol. I. pp. 130-131
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The places of pilgrimage are mostly situated on the
banks of River Ganges where tens and thousands of
persons collect for a dip in its holy waters. Some of the
bathing festivals are held once or twice a year and others
once in two years. There are also bathing festivals and
fairs whose turn comes after many years like the Kumbh
Mela at Prayag which is held every twelfth year and
attracts millions of pilgrims from all parts of the country.
The rituals also vary from place to place reflecting the
conceptual differences of the sects that go to make
these communities.
These fairs are tied to mythological lore and legends
relating to deeds and relationships of the deities. On
seeing them one is amazed at the miracle of the Quran
which, at the time of the construction of the House of
Ka•aba, took care, first of all, to deal a deathly blow to
Polytheism, mythical lore and fairyism in which the rites
and ceremonies of Pilgrimage in other communities have
got steeped. It says :
That (is the command) . And whoso magnifieth
the sacred things of Allah, it will be well for him in
the sight of his Lord. The cattle are lawful unto you
save that which have been told (to) you. So shun
the filth of idols, and shun lying speech. Turning
unto Allah alone, not ascribing partners unto him.
(-xxii: 30-31)
This was a description in passing, of the form and
formalities of Pilgrimage in some of the leading religions
of the world whose adherents run into millions.
Remarks Hazrat Shah Waliullah : "The foundation
of Pilgrimage is present in all communities. A place
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which might be sacred in their eyes as a landmark of God
or on account of its associatlon with the deeds, sacrifices
and penances of their precursors was needed by all of
them so that it could be helpful in reviving the memory of
the favou rites of the Lord and thei r achievements. The
House of Allah enj oys a preference over such places
because clear signs of Allah can be seen there and it was
built by Hazrat rbrahim who is the spiritual progenitor of
most of the nations. He built the First House at a barren
and deserted place at the command of A llah for his
worship and the Hai Pilgrimage. If, aside of it, anything
exists at any place it has definitely got polluted with
Polytheism, perversion and innovatlon.'' 1
It is impossible to disagree with what Hazrat Shah
Waliullah tias s<1id. The following verse of the Ouran
will come automatically to the mind of anyone who
compares the Islamic Hai with the Pilgrimage in other
faiths.
Unto each nation have We given sacred rites (of
worship and sacrifice) w h ich they are to perform ; so
let them not dispute with thee of the matter, but
summon thou unto thy Lord . Lo I Thou indeed
followest right guidance.
(-xxii : 67)
Reformative Role of Islam
Islam has also played a reformative role of profound
significance in the sphere of Pilgrimage. The Pagans
had introduced numerous perverse innovations and ritual s
1 . Hujjat, Vol. I, p . 59
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in t he Haj destroying its spirit and doing a tremendous
harm to Its aims and advantages. Paganish pride, tribal
vanity and the discriminatory behaviour of the Ouraish
were mainly responsible for it. The holy Ouren and the
Shariat put an end to t he lamentable state of affairs
by doing away with each and every vestige of the days
of fgnorance and giving to mankind something the like of
which it had never seen before.
During the pre-Islamic days the Ouraish did not go
to Arafat with other pilgrims but stayed back at Haram.
They said that they belonged to the family of God and
were the custodians of t he House of Ka'aba. They, thus,
sought to assert t he superiority of their position and to
perpetuate their privileges. Their Paganish pride and
tribal arrogance was brought to an end by God and it was
enjoined upon them to do as the others did and make
the halt at Arafat.
Then hasten onward from the place w hence the
multitude hasteneth onward .
(-ii; 199)
Hazrat Ayesha relates that the Ouraish and those
who followed their example halted at Muzdalifa, and they
w ere known as Hums, while the rest o f the pilgrims
stopped at Arafat. But w hen Islam came, God commanded His Apostle to proceed to Arafat and make a halt
there also, and, then, return with the other pilgrims.
This is what is implied in the Ouranic verse: Then

hasten onward from the place whence the multitude
hasteneth onward. Jbn-i-Kathir says that lbn- i-Abbas,
Mujahid, Ata, Oatada, Suddi and other t heological doctors
also are of the same view. lbn-i-Jareer, too, has reloted
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in the same manner and there is a general agreement
over it in the Ummat.
Lik e the fairs of Okaz, Zul Majanna and Zul Majaz,
t he Haj, too, had become an occasion for flourish, pomposity, competition and polemics. It was the habit of
the Pagans to be on t he look out for opportun ities of
sel f-glorification. They made use of every festival and
congregation to show t hemselves off in high feather and
to talk about their ancestors In a vainglorious manner.
The congregation of M ina wns ideally suited for the
display of their crude tribal instincts and, hence, it was
forbidden by Allah and a better alternative was provided
to them.
And when ye have completed your devotions,
then remember A ll ah as ye remember your ancestors
or with a more l ively remembrance.
(-ii: 200)
rt is related by Hazrat l bn-i Abbas that "the Paga n
Arabs used to compete with each other in vulgar ostentation and self -praise during the season of the Haj. They
bragged about the chivalry, nobility and hospitality of
their ancestors, and rel ated how they fed others, carried
their loads and shed rivers of blood for their sake. They
had no other occupation than to praise their forefathers.
It was at such a time that the Quranic verse was revealed:

Remember Allah as ye remember you ancestors or with a
more lively remembrance."
With the passage of t ime the Hai had lost much
of its purity, simplicity and sanctity and become just
another fair in which all sorts of games and shows were
held and brawls and altercations took pl ace. It all was
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condemned by God who proclaimed:
There is to be no lewdness nor abuse nor angry
conversation on the Pilgrimage.
(-ii: 197)
Tbn-i-Kathir tells that it was related by Abdullah bin
Wahab, on the authority of Maalik, that "the occasion
for the revelation of the Divine Commandment, let there
be no angry conversation on the Piigrimage was that the
Quraish used to stay at Muzdalifa near Mash'ar-i-Haram
and they wrangled among themselves. A group of them
would say that it was in the right and the other would say
that it was in the right. This was the position so far as
I know : but God knows best."
Likewise, when the Pamm Arabs l<.illed the animals
as a sacrifice to their gods they placed their flesh before
them and sprinkled their blood on them. Upon it, the
following verse of the Quran was revealed :
Their flesh reaches not Allah, nor their blood :
(-xxii: 37)
ft is related by lbn- i-Kathir that "the Pagans used to
throw the flesh and blood of the sacrificed animals at the
House of Ka'aba. On seeing it, the holy Companions
side to the Prophet that they were more deserving of the
gift. At this, the following verse was revealed : Their

flesh reaches not Allah. nor their blood, but the devotion
from you reacheth Him."
Another custom among the Pagan Arabs was that
when they did the Niyat for the Hai they refrained from
going into their houses through the doors as it was
considered sinful. As long as they remained in the state
of Jhram they entered into them by scaling the walls.
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This, too, was prohibited by the Ouran which said that
there was no virtue in it.
It is not righteousness that ye go to houses by
the backs thereof, bu t the righteous man is he who
wardeth off evil. So go to houses by the gates
thereof.
(-ii; 189)
Some people avoided taking the wherewithal of the
journey with them when they set out on the Haj pilgrimage. They thought that it was against the spirit of
reliance upon God to take provisions with them. "We
are the guests of God", they said, "Why should we take
upon ourselves to make arrangements for our meals and
other wants?" Yet they felt no disgrace in begging for
their requirements on the way. It was supposed to be an
act of penance and resignation. This practice, also, was
forbidden by God.
So make provision for yourselves ; the b est of
provision (of course) is to ward off evil.
{-ii: 197)
It is related by lbn-i-Khathir that some people started
on the journey in such a condition that they carried no
provisions with them and were empty-handed. They
would say : ' We are going on pilgrimage to the House
of God . Will He not feed us?" ft was to discourage
them that the.verse. So make provision ...... , was revea led denoting that the pilgrims should take enough provisions to meet their needs and save them from stretch ing
a begging hand before others.
Again, the Pagans considered it sinful to engage in
trade during the seas~n of the Haj, and, thus, a lawful
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activity was rendered unlawful by them. It is related in
Bukhari from lbn-i-Abbas that in the days of Ignorance
the markets of •Qkaz. Zul M ajanna and Zull Majaz were
famous but trade was forbidden during the season of the
Pilgrimage. Upon it, the following verse was revealed :
It is no si n for you that ye seek the bounty of
your Lord by trading.
(-ii: 198)
A most abominable custom was that some people
performed the circumambulation of the House of Ka'aba
naked saying that they could not carry out the ritual
dressed in clothes in which they committed sins. The
Paganish practice was a standing invitation to lewdness
and perversion. Upon it, the following verse was
revealed.
0 Children of Adam I Look to your adornment at
every place (or time) of worship.
(-vii : 31)
Awfi relates on the authority of lbn-i-Abbas that
"some people did the circumambulation round the House
of Ka'aba in nude. To them God sent down the command
of Zeenat (meaning adornment) which signifies a dress
that covers the parts of the body that are to be covered
and is also seemly and respectable. lbn-i- Kathir writes
that Mujahid, Ata, Ibrahim Nakh'ee, Saeed bin Jubair,
Qatada, Suddi, Zahak, Maalik and Zohri have taken the
same view of this verse and they all are agreed that it
was revealed in respect of the Polytheists who used to
circumambulate round the House of Ka'aba without wearing any clothes.
In Bukhari it is related from lbn-i-Abbas that " the
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holy Prophet had directed the delegation he sent under
the leadership of Hazrat Abu Bakr a year before t he Farewell Haj to proclaim on the sacrificial d ay t hat after that
year no Polytheist was to perform the Haj nor could any
one carry out the ci rcumambulation of the House of
Ka'aba naked ."
Some of the Pagan Arabs believed t hat the ritual of
walking between the hills of Safa and Marwa should not
be observed. The following verse w as revealed in that
connection.
Lo I (t he mountains) As-Saf a and Al-Marwa are
among the Landmarks of Allah. It is therefore no sin
for him who is on Pilgrimage to the House of God or
visiteth it (i.e., performs the Haj or Umara) to go
around them.
(-ii: 158)
I t is related by Orwah that once Hazrat Ayesha
enquired from him what was meant by the verse, Lo I the
mountains of As-Safa and Al-Marwa are the Landmarks
of Allah ......... He replied that it meant that there was no
sin in going around the hills of Safa and Marwa. She,
thereupon, remarked, " M y nephew I You are wrong. Had
it meant what you say it would have read : It is no sin
for him who does not go around them. The verse was
revealed in these ci rcumstances tha t the Ansars, before
the dawn of Islam, used to pay reverential homage to the
idol of Manat which was installed near Musallah and he
who did so regarded the Tawaf of Safa and Marwa to be
sinful. Later they enquired about it from the Prophet
and said that during the d ays of Jgnorance they regarded
as incorrec t the Tawaf of Safa and Marwa. Upon it the
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verse (quoted above) was revealed." Hazrat Ayesha
went on to say that the Prophet then instituted the
practice of the Tawaf (of Safa and Marwa) which now no
one can abrogate. It is related on the authority of
Mohammad bin Yusuf in Bukhari that " I enquired about
Safa and Marwa from Anas and he replied that •earlier
we considered it (the Tawaf of the two hills} to be a sign
of Paganism and on the advent of Islam we abandoned it.
Thereupon, the verse was revealed.' ••
The Islamic Shariat, through these far-reaching changes, restored the magnificent institution of the Haj to its
pristine glory and now it has been protected and made
safe against every kind of pollution and distortion.

A Guidebook for .Muslims
S. Abul Hasan Ali Nadwi
Translation : Mohiuddin Ahmad
AJl those who are interested in the problems confronting the Ummah. and who keep an eye o n the right
and wrong influences exerted on it arc aware of the need of
the community in regard to a concise manual, a guidebook
which may help them in the practical consequences of
living up to their duties to God and fe llow human beingsin devotion and morals alike.
The need for such a work has increased in the present
times when the people want more concise books than those
written earlier for they seldom have time to go through
books requiring labour and stamina.
These pages describe tlie peculiar traits and <listing·
uishing features of Islam, its basic need, permissible
behaviours. the sayings and doings of the holy Prophet, his
zeal for service to God and spreading His message, fighting
in the way of God, virtuous demeanour demanded by the
Quran and the s111111al1 and the character and manners of
the Prophet, albeit briefly, along with Quranic verses sounding a warning against the ruses of Satan and human weaknesses. for the training and guidance of those who can, by
acting on these precepts, set an exampl~ for others.
·
The author who is a well-known scholar of Islam, has
given in these pages a digest of his studies and experiences
that be has gained through his contact with different
sections of Lhe people which bave gone to make it a guidebook for those who want to learn how to live as a Muslim.

Islam and Civilization
1

S. Abul Hasan Ali Nadwi
Translation : Mohiuddin Ahmad
The influeucc Islam bas exerted on civilization covers
ao immense area in time and space, from the first century
of the Islamic era to this day nod from one corner of the
world to the other. Io its immanenc~ it encompasses from
creed to morals and behavio ur, individual as well as social.
and is lfokcd with diverse phenomena of life like law,
politics, international relations.

arts. letters,

architecture, cultural refinement etc.

poetics.

Although well-nigh

impossible to cover such a wide spectrum of human
activity the author baa made an attempt to describe the
role Islam bas played in the making of civilization in
such fields as the effect of faith in Oneness of God, concept
of human unity, equality and dignity, the position of
women, unification of spirit and matter, intellectual
pursuit in religious matters, promotion of mora lity and
justice etc.
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